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Key highlights
 • During the FY-2018, SECP registered a total of 11,370 companies, raising the total number of registered 

companies to 87,620 indicating a growth of 37% over the corresponding year. 

 • A total of 558 companies with total paid-up capital of Rs1,297.375 billion are listed on the Pakistan Stock 
Exchange. The market capitalization stood at Rs8,665.045 billion on June 30, 2018. 

 • The KSE 100 index began the year at 44,665.41 points and closed at 41,910.90 on June 30, 2018, i.e., registering 
a decrease of almost 7%. 

 • KSE 100 index touched its lowest level, i.e. 37,919.42 on December 19, 2017, and reached its highest level of 
47,084.34 on August 3, 2017. The average daily turnover recorded on June 30, 2018 was 174.532 million shares. 

 • The Centralized Customer Protection and Compensation Fund replaced the Investor Protection Fund of the 
PSX. The fund is operational, offering adequate safety net to investors trading in our capital market against 
broker default.

 • The PSX was granted a license to operate as a futures exchange under the Futures Exchanges (Licensing and 
Operations) Regulations, 2017.

 • The SECP approved futures commodity contracts of Brent crude, crude oil (1,000 barrels), copper (25,000 
pounds), silver (5,000 oz) and international cotton (50,000 pounds), which were launched at PMEX.

 • As of June 30, 2018, the asset size of the NBF sector stood at Rs1,228 billion as compared to Rs1,196 billion on 
June 30, 2017, reflecting an overall increase of 2.7%.

 • Five companies, including two modarabas offered shares/modaraba certificates to public whereas four 
companies offered shares during the last fiscal year. New capital of Rs6.48 billion was listed in FY-2018 as 
compared to Rs11.651 billion in FY -2017.

 • As of June 30, 2018, 25 microfinance institutions had been successfully licensed with total assets of Rs97.17 
billion.

 • The IOSCO upgraded Pakistan’s compliance rating in 10 out of 14 of its principles. Pakistan’s compliance to 
IOSCO’s principles increased from 62% in 2015 to 83% in 2017.

 • In 2017, premium revenue of life insurers and non-life insurers grew by 18% and 12% respectively. The life 
insurance sector underwrote premium of Rs213.6 billion, and non-life insurance sector recorded premium 
of Rs94.8 billion.

 • The SECP’s financial results for the year FY-2017-18 show an after tax surplus of Rs302 million as against last 
year’s Rs414 million. 
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Vision, Mission & Strategy

Vision
The development of modern and efficient corporate sector and 
capital market based on sound regulatory principles, that provides 
impetus for high economic growth and foster social harmony in the 
country.

Mission
To develop a fair, efficient and transparent regulatory framework, 
based on international legal standards and best practices, for the 
protection of investors and mitigation of systemic risk aimed at 
fostering growth of a robust corporate sector and broad-based capital 
market in Pakistan.

Strategy
To develop an efficient and dynamic regulatory body that fosters 
principles of good governance in the corporate sector, ensures 
proper risk management procedures in the capital market, and 
protects investors through responsive policy measures and effective 
enforcement practices.
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Chairman’s message
It is indeed a privilege for me to present the SECP’s 
Annual Report for fiscal year 2017-2018. Given the 
developments during the course of the year, my brother 
Commissioners and I consciously focused on proactively 
facilitating business growth, supporting private capital 
formation, improving access to formal financial products 
and interlinking the capital markets with the real economy. 
While economic factors continued to affect the overall 
business and investment climate, investors and consumers 
remained cautious and adopted a wait-and-see approach. 
Nonetheless, I am pleased to report that SECP made 
meaningful strides to chart the course it had set out at 
the beginning of the year.  Implementation of the reforms 
agenda focused on promoting ease of doing business and 
improving the overall business climate remained at the 
center of our efforts. The SECP’s major accomplishments 
are briefly stated in the following sections.

Corporate sector 
On the corporate side, the SECP’s focus remained on 
introducing reforms to improve ‘starting a business ranking’ 
of Pakistan. This involved reducing the time and cost of starting up a new business and measures for protecting 
the minority shareholders. In order to achieve these objectives, the SECP continued to persist with its focus on 
digitizing its registration system and integrating it with other government authorities.  

In order to reduce the time and procedures involved in registration of companies, the SECP has introduced a 
combined online application form for name reservation and company incorporation. This has reduced the 
company registration time to four hours. As a result, 71% of the newly registered companies were incorporated in 
a single day. Likewise, the cost of registering small companies was reduced by 80%. The scope of digital payment 
facility, introduced earlier, has been expanded through an agreement with 1-Link for payment of the SECP fees 
through ATMs, mobile and internet banking. Moreover, several statutory forms for post-registration processes 
were also merged. 

The SECP’s eServices were integrated with the FBR system for company’s NTN registration. Now a registered 
company automatically receives its NTN via email. Each of the two factors, i.e, time and cost of starting a new 
business, have a 25% weightage in the World Bank’s starting a business indicator. 

These reforms have started bearing fruit as the SECP witnessed a 37% growth in companies’ incorporation 
during FY-2018. This year, we incorporated 11,370 new companies, raising the number of registered companies 
to 87,620. The simplification of incorporation procedure, reduction in fee, elimination of purchase of third party 
digital signatures, introduction of simple and hassle-free CNIC-based user ID and PIN system for incorporation 
and post-incorporation activities contributed to this growth. The World Bank also recognized Pakistan’s efforts 
and upgraded its ranking by 11 notches in the latest Ease of Doing Business rankings, improving it to 136th from 
147th last year.

In addition, a number of awareness sessions on ease of doing business reforms were conducted in Karachi, 
Lahore and Islamabad to share these changes with the users and other stakeholders.  Likewise, sessions were 
held with the consultants, corporate lawyers and officers of companies to familiarize them with the regulatory 
changes and to accelerate the compliance rate and spread information related to the new law of limited liability 
partnerships.
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Capital market
Pakistan’s capital markets continued to face some of the historic challenges, i.e., a bank centric financial sector 
(almost 74% assets in banking sector, and 10% in NSS), low gross domestic savings of 6.8%, as a percentage of 
GDP, inadequate role of capital markets in the financing of infrastructure projects and limited activity on the front 
of privatization in the last few years. Moreover, the investor base remained relatively small in spite of the fact that 
our market on an average offers good return on investment. However, I am confident that the solid foundation 
laid by the SECP’s robust and structured investor outreach program ‘JamaPunji’, and active support extended to 
it by all the market players, will yield positive results over the next couple of years.  We must not overlook that 
these challenges are also opportunities for growth. Pakistan’s over 200 million population includes 45 million 
smart phone/internet users, and this digitally savvy youth will be the engine of growth for the capital markets 
in years to come. The capital market will also invariably benefit from CPEC and post-CPEC related economic 
activities, privatization of SOEs through capital market and development of the debt capital market – areas, 
which are on the priority list of the incumbent government. 

Pakistan’s capital market regulatory framework is in line with the best international practices and can be compared 
to any developed jurisdiction. Transparency in capital market is ensured through detection of all possible stock 
market abuses, i.e., market manipulation, false trading, market rigging, fraudulently inducing others and insider 
trading are considered as criminal offences under the Securities Act, 2015.

The SECP’s capital market reform agenda comprises various regulatory, operational, structural and market 
development initiatives to promote an orderly and efficient market. Market reforms primarily focused 
on strengthening governance at the frontline regulators, system development initiatives to capitalize on 
technological advances and measures aimed at liquidity generation, enhanced risk management and increased 
investor protection.

In order to provide ease of doing business to capital market participants, the SECP consolidated the regulatory 
framework for IPOs. For retail investors, centralized e-IPO system was introduced, enabling the masses to submit 
applications through internet, mobile phones or ATMs. In the latest IPO, 60% of applications were received 
through e-IPO.  The SECP has also taken a number of measures to reduce the cost of doing business for market 
participants by eliminating the underwriting cost of public offering through 100% book-building and the SECP’s 
processing fee for issuance of debt securities has also been reduced by 50%. 

Moreover, significant improvements to the level of compliance with the IOSCO principles for securities exchanges 
testify to the success of the reform agenda. A further upgrade in Pakistan’s compliance rating in 10 out of 14 
principles was registered. Consequently, compliance rose to 83% in FY-2018 from 62% in 2015.

In addition to the measures for enhancing market depth and increasing the overall investor base, serious efforts 
are being made to introduce new products and providing investors with more varied investment options. Reforms 
will also be instituted to create a more active primary market and to develop the capital market as a viable source 
of capital formation by growth enterprises and SMEs.

NBF sector
The asset size of the NBF sector has been growing over the past few years. By the end of the year under review, 
the total NBF sector asset size was recorded at Rs1,228 billion as compared to Rs1,196 billion on June 30, 2017, 
showing an increase of 2.7%. 

The SECP has taken a number of measures to foster growth in NBFCs and safeguard the interests and rights 
of investors and instituted several regulatory reforms. In the mutual fund industry, we focused specifically on 
product diversification, innovation and use of technology. To diversify the products and offer investors more 
options and avenues for investment, the AMCs have been allowed to re-launch constant proportion portfolio 
insurance (CPPI) based collective investment schemes. New sector specific funds, i.e., energy sector and financial 
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sectors were also launched. Moreover, the AMCs have introduced online investor account opening facilities, 
online investment options, redemption and conversion facility and mobile applications for investment in mutual 
funds. 

The real estate investment trust is a budding sector. The government, through amendments to the Finance Act, 
2018, reduce the tax rate on dividend received by corporate unitholder of a REIT from 25% to 15%. 

Another significant area is the lending non-banking finance companies. A concerted effort has been made to 
ensure smooth transition of microfinance institutions to non-banking microfinance companies and a number of 
regulatory changes have been adopted.

Insurance
The insurance sector of Pakistan, on an average, has been growing by 16% per annum during the last five years. 
In the period under review, the life insurance sector grew by 22% and the non-life sector by 8%. As of December 
2017, the industry’s total direct premium revenue stood at Rs308 billion; (life 69%; non-life 31%) whereas, the 
total assets stood at Rs1.3 trillion. In 2017, the premium revenue of life insurers and non-life insurers grew by 18% 
and 12%, respectively, while the overall growth rate during this period remained 16%. The life insurance sector 
underwrote premium of Rs213.6 billion during 2017 and non-life insurance sector recorded premium amounting 
to Rs94.8 billion during the same period.

The insurance penetration in Pakistan increased from 0.73% in 2013 to 0.95% of GDP in 2017. There were multiple 
factors, but low level of financial literacy is a key reason for low insurance penetration. In addition, there are 
weaknesses in the effective implementation of legally mandatory types of insurance, i.e., motor third party 
liability insurance and compulsory group insurance. The SECP has developed proposals in relation to both of 
these areas, and we are confident that with the support of the federal and provincial governments, these two 
areas will be addressed, and have a direct bearing on insurance penetration in the next 24-36 months.

The SECP is focusing on the development of alternative distribution channels to ensure effective and far-reaching 
delivery of insurance products and services and adoption of technology-based solutions in the insurance life 
cycle, i.e. from prospecting of client to the claim settlement. 

It was recognized that appropriate regulatory measures were required to ensure the insurance companies’ 
compliance with their absolute commitments arising out of irrevocable and unconditional guarantees. Therefore, 
the SECP, in consultation with IAP and SBP, notified the Credit and Suretyship (Conduct of Business) Rules, 2018. 
It is hoped that due to these regulations the business of insurance guarantees shall be written with due care and 
prudence and the insurers would only be able to underwrite the guarantees business within the exposure limits 
prescribed under the rules. Consequently, it would also enable the insurers to honor their contractual obligations 
arising out of these contracts.

On the policyholders’ grievance resolution side, after intervention of the SECP, the insurers provided an aggregate 
compensation amount of Rs85.303 million on account of settlement of the grievances of their policyholders 
during the year. The SECP has already set up 3 small dispute resolution centers (DRCs) in Karachi, Lahore and 
Islamabad to promote alternative dispute resolution.

Islamic finance
The promotion of sustainable Shariah-compliant business and finance industry is one of SECP’s core objectives. 
Shariah governance in the capital markets stays at top of the SECP’s governance agenda. In this regard, the SECP 
has taken a number of measures to bring the Islamic capital market in line with international standards and best 
practices. 
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The SECP has issued draft Shariah Governance Regulations, 2018, for public consultation. The regulations 
provide a holistic Shariah governance framework, prescribing a comprehensive mechanism for the certification 
of Shariah-compliant companies and Shariah-compliant securities, Shariah screening criteria for companies, and 
for covering functions such as internal and external Shariah audit, Shariah advisory and Shariah compliance. To 
bring harmonization and standardization to the business practices of Islamic financial institutions, the SECP has 
been gradually adopting the standards issued by leading international standard setting bodies. In FY-2018, SECP 
adopted three AAOIFI Shariah standards while seven additional AAOIFI Shariah standards were circulated for 
consultation with stakeholders.

Anti-money laundering
The ongoing mutual assessment by Asia Pacific Group and the implementation of an agreed-upon action plan 
with Financial Action Task Force are our high priority areas. Being the regulator of capital market, non-banking 
financial companies, modarabas, and insurance sector, the SECP has an important role and is fully committed to 
fulfilling its obligations.

We have notified Anti-Money Laundering and Countering Financing of Terrorism Regulations, 2018. The 
regulations consolidated the earlier AML/CFT regime for financial institutions regulated by the SECP, i.e., 
securities brokers, insurance companies, non-banking finance companies and modarabas. These regulations are 
fully compliant with the recommendations of the FATF, which are mandatory for Pakistan to adopt as a member 
of the AFG on Money Laundering. The next step is efficient implementation of these regulations to effectively 
control the phenomenon of money laundering.

Systemic risk
The SECP and SBP established the Council of Regulators to deliberate on issues related to systemic risk, in 
particular those having cross-market and stability implications, to suggest possible arrangements for crisis 
preparedness and to come up with a coordinated response. Its establishment is aligned with the best international 
practices and marks a significant step to enhance the SECP-SBP collaboration to promote financial stability. 

Furthermore, in collaboration with the NCCPL, the SECP has led the development of a detailed investor and 
broker level risk profiling and stress-testing model for clearing and settlement. This model assigns probability 
of default to each investor based on five-part criteria. The model has been implemented at the clearing house, 
equipping it with the ability to monitor settlement risk efficiently. 

Surveillance and monitoring of regulated entities
In order to review their compliance with applicable legal regulatory framework and to safeguard interests of 
shareholders, investors and public at large, the SECP continued active surveillance and monitoring of regulated 
entities. During the year, 569 annual audited financial statements of listed, unlisted, private companies and 
companies registered under Section 42 of the Act, 2017, were examined. During the same period, 368 cases of 
non-compliance with the SECP’s regulatory framework were identified and referred for adjudication and show 
cause proceedings were initiated. During the year, 307 orders were passed on show cause proceedings while 164 
proceedings were concluded by issuing warning letters.  

Moreover, the SECP also carried out nine inspections and two investigations of listed companies while six 
enquiries were conducted against capital market participants. Besides, 178 cases of non-compliance with the 
PSX rulebook and CDC regulatory framework were referred to PSX/CDC for further necessary action. Two cases 
involving alleged syphoning off assets and corrupt practices were referred to NAB for further investigation. 

International relations and investor education
The SECP, for the fourth consecutive time, has been elected as an IOSCO board member. Furthermore, the World 
Bank after conducting country assessment, published a report on the observance of standards and codes (ROSC) 
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relating to auditing and accounting standards acknowledging practice of high standards in Pakistan. Whereas 
similar ROSC assessments are being carried out to assess corporate governance and principles for market 
infrastructure institutions.

Through its investor education program JamaPunji, the SECP has been encouraging the existing and potential 
investors to make the capital market, insurance and non-banking financial sectors their preferred avenues 
for investment. This year, the Investor Education Department signed 16 MOUs with private and public sector 
colleges and universities. Under these MOUs, the SECP conducted 92 interactive awareness seminars in multiple 
cities. The events included classroom awareness sessions, mentoring for women entrepreneurs, seminars with 
the local chambers of commerce and start-ups, incentives-based stock trading competitions between groups 
of university students, youth investment week and world investor week celebrations etc. 

In addition, the SECP also signed an MOU with the Pakistan-China Institute, a leading Islamabad-based think 
tank, to play its role in the belt and road and CPEC initiatives. Similarly, we signed an MOU with the Peshawar-
based National Incubation Centre. 

Service desk management system
In order to provide easy access to the masses for the filing of queries and complaints, the SECP launched a web-
based centralized Service Desk Management System (SDMS) on June 2, 2017. During the year, the SECP further 
leveraged technology to deliver a mobile application of the SDMS, ensuring prompt action and provision of 
regular updates on their complaints. Consequently, the SECP successfully handled more than 4,624 complaints 
and queries during the year.

Financial position
The financial results of the SECP for the financial year 2017-18 show a surplus income of Rs302 million as against 
last year’s surplus of Rs416 million. The total revenues (net of levies) and other income for the financial year 
2017-18 are Rs3,442 million, which are higher by Rs394 million (11%) as compared to last year’s revenue of 
Rs3,048 million. The revenues of Company Law Division, Specialized Companies Division and Insurance Division 
increased by 15%, 30%, 10% respectively, compared to last year’s revenues. However, the revenue of Securities 
Market Division dropped by 6.5%, owing to low trading activity at the PSX. The total operating expenses for the 
year under review were Rs3,014 million, which were within the approved budget. Likewise, capital expenditures 
for the year remained within the approved budget. A sum of Rs35 million, received as penalties by the SECP, was 
deposited into the Federal Consolidated Fund.

Future roadmap
Although encouraging, our achievments have not induced a sense of complacency among us. We have robust 
and meaningful targets planned for the future:

 • Dedicated efforts will be made for continued development of the capital markets by fostering deeper 
linkage and connectivity with the real economy.  

 •  Development of the primary market, debt market and SME finance segment. SECP shall make concrete 
efforts for encouraging new equity listings (IPOs). Similarly, focused efforts shall be made to facilitate listing 
and trading of SMEs on the Pakistan Stock Exchange and operationalization of a dedicated SME counter at 
PSX to enable access to finance for SME sector.  

 •  The SECP, in collaboration with the relevant stakeholders, shall put in place, supportive frameworks/
environment for listing of infrastructure-related debt instruments as well as launching of infrastructure 
funds. 

 •  The Real Estate Investment Trust Regulations, 2015, shall be amended to address problems being faced by 
the REIT industry and to ensure promotion of REITs in Pakistan

 •  For a more vibrant and active derivatives market that provides more diversified avenues of investment 
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and hedging to investors, a priority shall be given to the activation of cash-settled stock and index futures 
segment, enabling measures for the launch of stock and index options and the launch of ETFs in Pakistan. 

 • The SECP will support the growth of agricultural produce companies by interacting with all relevant 
stakeholders to have a comprehensive and modern policy framework. This will enable it to play the much 
needed role in the development of the whole agriculture value chain.

 • Enabling regulatory framework; alternative funding sources for MSMEs through crowd funding and 
investment platforms and P2P lending

 • Improving the access to finance for SMEs through the promotion of  PE&VC
 • In order to provide Shariah-compliant alternative to investors, Shariah-compliant financing services will 

be designed in coordination with NCCPL. Efforts are also underway to introduce a Shariah-based trading 
platform at PSX. 

 • Realizing the need for introduction of a new surveillance system at PSX, the effort to modernize the existing 
trading and surveillance system at PSX is now being pursued actively. 

 • Following the promulgation of the SECP AML/CFT Regulations, 2018, transition to risk-based program 
remains a high priority. In order to provide guidance to the regulated entities, guidelines to the SECP AML/
CFT Regulations, 2018, shall be issued, in addition to developing the risk-based approach for the SECP’s 
supervisory regime and enforcement action policy against non-compliant financial institutions.

 • Keeping in view the importance of being an active member of international bodies recognized as global 
standard setter for regulators, the SECP will apply  to become a signatory to the IOSCO’s enhanced multilateral 
memorandum of understanding (EMMOU), which will ensure enhanced information sharing and cooperation 
between IOSCO members. 

There is definite scope and commitment within the SECP to make it a role model of technological prowess 
and a leader of using technology for extending an excellent public service experience, better regulation and 
enforcement and promoting Pakistan as a preferred investment destination.  It will require SECP to invest in 
automation, business decision-making capability, and state-of-the-art decision-making tools.

It is my firm belief and resolve that the SECP should not operate in a vacuum. We must continue with our 
traditional approach of reaching out to the regulated entities and stakeholders on a proactive basis.  Decisions 
should be made, processes implemented and regulations enacted on the basis of active dialogue and thorough 
understanding of the underlying business realities, to create markets that support capital formation, economic 
prosperity, level playing field and transparency. Therefore, to enhance coordination and consultation with 
stakeholders and market participants, two committees, i.e., a reform committee of stakeholders for capital 
markets and financial sector and a coordination committee of frontline regulators have been formed. 

In conclusion, I would like to express my profound gratitude to the federal government and the Ministry of 
Finance. I would also like to thank the Chairman and members of the Policy Board for their highly valuable 
guidance and support. I am also indebted to my brother Commissioners, and to the SECP’s employees for their 
hard work, dedication and commitment. 
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Capital markets
Market overview
The year started with a steady decline in the market, followed by a successful recovery, which lost its impact 
towards the end. On July 1, 2017, the KSE 100 index began from 44,665.41 points and closed at 41,910.90 on 
June 30, 2018, almost 7% down from its starting point. KSE 100 touched its lowest, i.e. 37,919.42 on December 
19, 2017 and its highest level was 47,084.34 points on August 3, 2017. The average daily turnover was 174.532 
million shares. A total of 558 companies, with accumulated paid-up capital of Rs1,297.375 billion are listed on the 
Pakistan Stock Exchange (PSX). By the end of financial year, the total market capitalization stood at Rs8,665.045 
billion, about 9% down as compare to the last year. During the year, the stock market witnessed a net outflow of 
$288.56 million foreign investment, reflecting a negative 56% over the last year. However, despite turbulence, all 
settlements were executed in a timely manner, demonstrating strength of the capital market.

Capital issues 
Issue of share capital
During FY-2017-18, five companies including two modarabas offered shares/modaraba certificates to the public 
as compared to four companies offered shares last year. New capital of Rs6.48 billion was listed in market as 
compared to Rs11.651 billion listed in FY-2016/17. Details of these issues given in the table below:

Equity: retail portion

In million rupees

Sr. 
No.

Company 
name Sector Subscription 

date
Total 

paid-up 
capital

Already 
paid-up 
capital

Total 
offered 
capital

Offered 
capital 

through 
retail 

portion

Premium 
per share 
(rupees)

 Offered 
capital 

(including 
premium, 

if any)

Subscription 
received 

(including 
premium)

Times 
subscribed

1
Habib 
Metro 
Modaraba

Modarabas September 
19-20, 2017 300 210 90 90 Nil 90 169.37 1.88

2
Orient 
Rental 
Modaraba

Modarabas 30-31 October 
2017 750 350

400 
including 

green 
shoe 

option of 
250

400 
including 

green 
shoe 

option of 
250

Nil 400 559.7 1.39

3
Matco 
Foods 
Limited

Food and 
Personal Care 
Products

January 29-30, 
2018 1,165 874 291.43 72.86 16 189.436 78 0.410

4

AGP 
Limited 
(offer for 
Sale)

Pharmaceuticals February 15-16, 
2018 2,800 2,800 350 87.5 70 700 784.16 1.12

5 At-Tahur 
Limited

Food and 
Personal Care 
Products

July 3-4, 2018 1,467 1,100 366.67 91.67 11 192.5 337.428 1.75

Total - - 6,482 5,334 1,498 742.03 - 1,572 1,929 -
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Equity: book building portion

Sr. 
No.

Company 
name

Bidding 
date

Total paid-
up capital 
(in million 

rupees)

Already 
paid-up 
capital 

(in 
million 
rupees)

Floor 
price 

(rupees)

Number 
of shares 
offered

(in 
million)

Number 
of shares 

bid for 
(in 

million)

Strike 
price per 

share 
(rupees)

Premium 
per share 
(rupees)

Offered 
capital (at 

strike price) 
(in million 

rupees)

Times 
subscribed

1 *Matco Foods 
Limited 

January 
23-24, 
2018

1,165 874 26 *29.143 30.418 26 16 758 1.04

2 *AGP Limited 
(Offer for Sale)

February 
7-8, 2018 2,800 2,800 80 *35 55.956 80 70 2,800 1.6

3

*At-Tahur 
Limited 
(Listing in 
process)

June 25-
26, 2018 1,467 1,100 20 *36.67 55.158 21 11 770 1.50

Total - 5,432 4,774 - 100.8 141.5 - - 4,328 -

*The issue was made under Regulation 7(4) of the Public Offering Regulations, 2017. Under the said regulation bidders are allowed to place bids 
for one hundred percent of the Issue Size and the strike price is the price at which 100% of the issue is subscribed. However, the successful bidders 
are allotted only 75% of the issue size and the remaining 25% of the issue size are offered to the retail investors. In case the retail portion of the 
issue remains unsubscribed, the unsubscribed shares are allotted to the successful bidders on pro rata basis.

Number of IPOs/SPOs and funds raised during the last three years

Year Number of IPOs Fund raised 
(including premium amount)

Capital listed 
(in billion rupees)

2017-2018 5* 4.8 *6.48

2016-17 4 10.241 11.652

2015-16 5 8.92 8.13

*Listing of At-Tahur Limited is in process.

Issue of redeemable capital

During the year, one issue of listed term finance certificate was offered to the public, i.e. issuance of TFCs of Rs7 
billion by Bank Alfalah Limited. The TFCs issued by Bank Alfalah Limited were offered to both retail investors and 
pre-IPO investors. Out of total issue of Rs7 billion, Rs0.7 billion were offered to retail investors and Rs6.3 billion 
offered to pre-IPO investors. Details are given the table below: 

Debt issues-Listed TFC

S. No Name of company Subscription period Listed at Amount 
(In billion rupees)

1. Bank Alfalah Limited March 8-9, 2018 PSX 7.00

Total 7.00

Issue of capital (listed companies)
The board of directors of listed companies are empowered to increase paid-up capital by way of right and/or 
bonus issues subject to compliance with the requirements of Companies (Issue of Capital) Rules, 1996. However, 
in case companies intend to issue shares at a discount, otherwise than right, preference shares or under employee 
stock option schemes, prior approval of the SECP is required. Tables below provide a comparison of capital issue 
cases handled during in the preceding three years along with category-wise break-up: 

2016 2017 2018

Applications approved 9 9 6

Applications rejected 5 7 4

Applications in process 10 3 8

Total 24 19 18
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Here is a category-wise break-up of capital issue cases

Particulars Otherwise than right Issue of preference 
shares

Issue of shares at 
discount Relaxation of rules Employees’ stock 

option

2016 2017 2018 2016 2017 2018 2016 2017 2018 2016 2017 2018 2016 2017 2018

Applications 
approved

5 2 5 1 - - - 2 - 3 5 - - - 1

Applications 
rejected

3 3 - - - - 1 2 1 1 1 2 - 1 1

Applications 
in process

4 3 4 - - - 1 - 2 5 - 1 - - 1

Total 12 8 9 1 - - 2 4 3 9 6 3 - 1 3

Key achievements
e–IPO
In order to facilitate the public during initial public offerings (IPO) and to make the IPO process efficient, the SECP 
has introduced and implemented the concept of e–IPO. The e-IPO enables investors to submit application for 
subscription of securities electronically using the internet, ATMs and mobile phones. The following two systems 
are available for e-IPOs:

Centralized e-IPO System (CES)

The CES has been developed by the CDC in collaboration with 1Link (G) Limited (1Link). Nine banks, i.e. Allied Bank 
Limited, Askari Bank Limited, Bank Alfalah Limited, Bank Islami Limited, Faysal Bank Limited, Habib Bank Limited, 
JS Bank Limited, MCB Bank Limited and Meezan Bank Limited, have been integrated with the CES through 1-Link. 
Some other leading banks would also be included in the system shortly. The CES has been used in all the eight 
IPOs since its launch in May 2017, including one debt issue.

Investors are required to register with CES to apply for an IPO. The process for registration is simple and user 
friendly and available 24/7, throughout the year. For registration, an investor required a valid computerized 
national identity card (CNIC), international bank account number (IBAN) with any of the commercial banks, email 
address and mobile phone number. The CES can be accessed via link www.cdceipo.com 

The registration is free and a one-time activity, i.e. after registration with the CES, the investor needs not to 
register again for subsequent IPOs. However, separate application will be submitted for each IPO. As of June 30, 
2018, more than 20,000 investors were registered with CES and rising continuously.

e-IPO facilities by bankers to the issue

At present, United Bank Limited (UBL), Summit Bank Limited (SMBL) and Bank Alfalah Limited (BAFL) are providing 
e-IPO facilities to their accountholders. The UBL accountholders can also use UBL net banking to submit their 
application via link http://www.ubldirect.com/corporate/ebank .The SMBL accountholders can use SMBL net 
banking to submit their application via link http://ib.summitbank.com.pk .The BAFL accountholders can use 
BAFL net banking to submit their applications via link https://ib.bankalfalah.com.pk

Investors can submit online applications through CES and e-IPO facilities of UBL, SMBL and BAFL 24 hours a day 
during the subscription period.

Benefits of e-IPO

The e-IPO facility offers the following benefits:

 • Investors can make applications for subscription of shares through internet without going to the bank and 
waiting in long queues.
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 • It is efficient and simultaneously facilitative for both the issuer and the investors;
 • The facility is available 24 hours during the subscription period.
 • It is cost effective.
 • It is increasing the outreach of IPOs.
 • The persons registered with the CES or accountholder of a bank providing e-IPO facility, will get SMS alert 

for new IPOs.
 • By applying through CES, investors can also trace status of their applications.
 • e-IPO will help a lot to make the whole IPO process efficient, increase investor base and shifting towards 

hundred percent demat-account culture.

In the recent IPO by At-Tahur Limited, 60% of the applications were received through CES or the banks’ 
independent e-IPO facilities. Public response towards CES and e-IPO facilities of the banks is quite encouraging. 

e-Dividend
Certain amendments were introduced to the regulations of CDC to facilitate listed companies in smooth and 
efficient distribution of cash dividends directly into the designated bank accounts of entitled shareholders. The 
amendments require CDS participants to obtain information pertaining to International Bank Account Number 
(IBAN) from their respective sub-accountholders. The SECP also advised all share registrars to collect IBAN 
related information from shareholders who hold shares of listed companies in physical form. This is to ensure 
availability of IBAN of all shareholders of the listed companies and it enables companies to directly credit cash 
dividend into IBANs of their respective shareholders. This arrangement will address shareholders complaints 
relating to non-receipt of announced dividends by listed companies and reduce postage expense of the issuers.

Corporate debt market reporting system (CDMRS)
To promote ease of doing business, SECP has developed and implemented a system called CDMRS for online 
reporting of issues of sukuk and debt securities and their redemption by the Debt Securities Trustees (DSTs) on 
behalf of their clients/Issuers. It is an efficient and cost effective system for reporting issues of Sukuk and debt 
securities and redemption thereof. 

Promoting listing of privately placed debt securities
An efficient, broad-based and well-regulated Sukuk and debt market is vital for the development of a capital 
market. Companies can issue Sukuk and debt securities either by way of public offering or by way of private 
placement under Section 66 of the Companies Act, 2017. In order to encourage and facilitate listing of privately 
placed debt securities (PPDS), SECP has approved PSX’s regulations for listing of privately placed debt securities. 

Promotion of listing of SMEs
In order to facilitate and encourage listing of small and medium enterprises (SMEs), the SECP has advised PSX 
to run awareness campaign and consult the business associations and SMEDA. Accordingly, the PSX has held 
various awareness sessions and meetings with SMEDA, business associations and USAID team and finalized 
certain recommendations. These proposals for listing of SMEs at stock exchange are being reviewed by the SECP 
and PSX for implementation. 

Developmental reforms
Centralized Customer Protection and Compensation Fund
Pursuant to promulgation of rules and regulations for establishment and operation of a Centralized Customer 
Protection and Compensation Fund under the Securities Act, 2015, the new Fund successfully replaced the 
Investor Protection Fund of the PSX. The fund is operational, offering adequate safety net to capital market 
investors against a broker’s possible default.
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Governance reforms at PSX
Following the completion of 20% offer of shares of PSX to the public and self-listing of PSX, the certain reforms 
in the governance structure of PSX were introduced to ensure that the public as minority shareholders should be 
given their due representation on the PSX board of directors. On the SECP’s directions, PSX held fresh election 
of directors and independent directors were duly appointed to ensure due independence and neutrality on the 
PSX board.

Improved compliance with the IOSCO principles
Pakistan’s compliance with the IOSCO principles of securities regulations improved significantly. Subsequently, 
IOSCO upgraded Pakistan’s compliance rating in 10 out of 14 principles and Pakistan’s overall compliance with 
the IOSCO principles increased from 62% in 2015 to 83% in FY-2018.

License to PSX as futures exchange 
The SECP, under the Futures Exchanges (Licensing and Operations) Regulations, 2017, granted PSX a license to 
operate as a futures exchange. The license enabled PSX to continue offering equity derivatives products, i.e. 
deliverable futures contracts, cash settled futures contracts, index options contracts and stock index futures 
contracts under the Futures Market Act, 2016. 

Reforms in the negotiated deal market (NDM)
To curtail unauthorized use of client assets and other possible malpractices linked with the NDM, certain reforms 
have been introduced. Now, the NDM transactions between the clients of the same broker are only allowed if 
one party to the transaction is a local financial institution using institutional delivery system facility of NCCPL or 
a foreigner. Moreover, all intra-participant transactions between broker’s proprietary account and clients of such 
broker have been restricted where the broker is original buyer or seller to the transaction. 

Liquid capital requirement for securities brokers
Liquid capital requirements for securities brokers specified under the Securities Brokers (Licensing and Operations) 
Regulations, 2016, were notified for implementation in April 2017. In light of amendments to these regulations, 
a revised notification, specifying liquid capital requirements for single category of securities brokers were issued. 
Securities brokers were granted an extension up to December 31, 2018, to meet the said requirements in a 
phased manner. Liquid capital presents a more accurate picture of the liquidity level of the broker and following 
its implementation, it is envisaged to be linked to the exposure taking capacity of a broker. Securities brokers are 
mandated to meet the minimum liquid capital requirements in a phased manner.

NCCPL awarded license as centralized KYC organization
In line with the Centralized KYC Organization Rules, 2017, the NCCPL was awarded a license as a centralized KYC 
organization (CKO) and related amendments to its regulations were approved. The concept of CKO envisages 
centralized KYC information source to avoid multiple submissions. 

Category B for eligible securities in MTS and DFM 
With the aim of increasing liquidity and activity in the margin trading system (MTS) and deliverable futures market 
(DFM), a new category B of eligible securities was introduced for trade. Required relevant regulatory amendments 
for the purpose were implemented. After incorporating relevant system changes, category B securities for DFM 
and MTS are now available for trading. 

Commodity murabaha product
In order to meet the financing needs of Islamic financial institutions (IFIs) through Shariah modes, the SECP, in 
collaboration with the State Bank of Pakistan, approved a product on commodity murabaha and launched a pilot 
project while using the PMEX platform. During the pilot phase, a number of transactions were executed by the 
IFIs with other IFIs and corporates to meet their financing needs.
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Futures commodity contracts
The SECP approved futures commodity contracts that include Brent crude, crude oil (1,000 barrels), copper 
(25,000 pounds), silver (5,000 oz) and international cotton (50,000 pounds). The new contracts were successfully 
launched at PMEX.

Futures currency contracts
The contracts relating to cross currency pairs, i.e. Eur/Yen, GBP/Eur, GBP/Yen, CHF/Yen, AUD/Yen, Eur/AUD, Eur/
CHF and AUD/CAD, as well as US equity Indices – S & P, Dow and Nasdaq were also approved and successfully 
launched at the exchange platform.

Revamp of custody model – direct payment system
The SECP approved a concept paper envisaging a system to minimize custody-related risks . The proposed system 
shall have the functionality of direct credit to customers’ bank account in case of sale of securities, among other 
salient features, enabling an enhanced investor protection environment. The NCCPL will implement the system 
after necessary system development and regulatory changes.

De-notification of collateral management services
Collateral management services have been de-notified as a form of business under Section 282A of Companies 
Ordinance, 1984, due to introduction of Section 457 of the Companies Act, 2017.

Regulatory reforms
E-dividend mechanism for companies 
As per the requirements stipulated under Sections 242 and 243 of the Companies Act, 2017, the SECP promulgated 
and implemented the Companies (Distribution of Dividends) Regulations, 2017, with effect from November 6, 
2017. Under these regulations, provisions have been specified with respect to time for payment of cash dividends, 
manner of payment of cash dividends through electronic mode directly into bank accounts designated by the 
entitled shareholders and manner of withholding dividends. To facilitate listed companies, the CDC Regulations 
were also appropriately amended, requiring every participant to obtain information of bank accounts with IBAN 
from all their sub-accountholders.

Revamp of the PSX penalty regime
The SECP approved amendments to the PSX rulebook to strengthen PSX’s enforcement capacity. The roles 
and responsibilities of its chief regulatory officer and the Regulatory Affairs Department were improved and 
strengthened. The amendments also reduced the role of Board/Regulatory Affairs Committee in day-to-day 
regulatory affairs of the exchange. The penalties prescribed under the PSX Regulations were also raised to create 
a credible deterrence, in line with the best international practices.  

Framework for companies in violation of PSX regulations 
Amendments introduced to the PSX Regulations for a major overhaul of the regulatory framework governing 
the companies in violation/non-compliance of applicable laws. The revised regime enables earlier warning 
to investors, wider dissemination of defaults of such companies, stronger enforcement actions against such 
companies and their sponsors, directors and management, and earliest possible relief to the investors. Various 
additional grounds for placement of a company on the PSX defaulters’ segment have been introduced. The 
approved amendments also address issues posed due to immediate suspension of companies’ consequent to 
action by PSX under its regulations.

Promulgation/amendments to rules and regulations
Rules for establishment of a bond pricing agency
The rules to enable establishment of a bond pricing agency (BPA) were promulgated upon approval of the federal 
government after public consultation and the SECP’s approval. BPA is envisaged to provide fair valuations of debt 
securities based on comprehensive data collection, validation, pricing, and dissemination to the stakeholders. 
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Sukuk (Privately Placed) Regulations, 2017
In order to facilitate the issuance of sukuk through private placement, the SECP notified the Sukuk (Privately 
Placed) Regulations, 2017, replacing the Issue of Sukuk Regulations, 2015. Part of Sukuk Regulations, 2015, 
relating to public offerings was covered in the SECP’s Public Offering Regulations, 2017, through amendments 
therein.

Amendments to the Stock Exchanges (Corporatization, Demutualization and 
Integration) Regulations, 2012

 Amendments to the Stock Exchanges (Corporatization, Demutualization and Integration) Regulations, 2012, 
were approved to allow foreign investors, other than foreign strategic investors, to acquire up to 10% shares of 
PSX, which can be increased by another 10% by the SECP. 

Amendments to the NCCPL schedule of fee, charges and security deposits
Changes were made to the schedule of fee introduced regarding capital gains tax (CGT) tariff applicable to local 
and foreign institutional investors of futures commodity contracts according to value of trades and transactions 
executed at PMEX.

Amendments to Clearing Houses (Licensing and Operations) Regulations, 2016
These regulations were reviewed to harmonize them with the Futures Market Act, 2016, and amendments 
were made therein to incorporate provisions pertaining to licensing of a futures clearing house. Consultation 
was conducted with all stakeholders and opinion was elicited from public on draft of proposed amendments 
to Clearing Houses (Licensing and Operations) Regulations, 2016. Subsequently, the amended regulations were 
notified.

Amendments to Public Offering Regulations, 2017
In order to promote quality listing, ensuring fair price discovery through book building process and increase 
investors’ base, certain amendments have been made to the Public Offering Regulations, 2017. The amendments 
include operational track record of the issuer for at least three years with two years profitability from its core 
business activities. The per share book value of the issuer shall not be less than its face value per share. Further, 
the sponsors of the issuer, shall be the same for last two years. These conditions, however, shall not apply in case 
of a green field project. 

The amendments related to book building include introduction of the concept of price band with the upper limit 
of not more than 40% of the floor price. To increase the investor base, the basis of allotment changed from time 
priority basis to proportionate basis and the number of minimum bidders was increased from 40 to 100. The 
minimum bid size was raised from one million to two million rupees to ensure participation in the bidding process 
by the high net worth individuals.

Amendments to Securities Broker (Licensing and Operations) Regulations, 2016
After completion of the screening out and filtering process of the securities broker through stringent regulatory 
requirements, the SECP, with the objective of promoting ease of doing business for the brokerage industry without 
compromising the regulatory objectives, amended the Securities Broker (Licensing and Operations) Regulations, 
2016, rationalizing the licensing regime for securities brokers. The salient features of these amendments are: 

 • Single licensing was introduced for the brokerage activity. This reduced the regulatory burden as a securities 
broker now required to obtain a single license instead of multiple mandatory licenses for undertaking 
brokerage activity in the capital market.

 • A single cut-off date concept for expiry of licenses for entire brokerage industry was introduced.
 • The existing procedure of annual renewal of the securities broker was simplified, requiring only PSX 

recommendation, an undertaking from securities broker and depositing of regulatory fee.
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Amendments to the Securities and Futures Advisers (Licensing and 
Operations) Regulations, 2017

The SECP amended the Securities and Futures Advisers (Licensing and Operations) Regulations, 2017, making the 
advisory regulatory regime more practicable and conducive. The following concepts were introduced through 
amendments:

 • The mandatory advisory licensing requirement for securities brokers was withdrawn, and the securities 
brokers have been allowed to provide securities advisory to their brokerage customers, being incidental to 
the conduct of their business without receiving any separate compensation thereof.

 • The securities brokers were allowed to distribute units of mutual funds and voluntary pension funds of 
multiple assets management companies (AMCs).

 • Considering the dynamics of local capital markets, the SECP has decided to grant license to only corporate 
entities for undertaking any regulated activity in the capital markets. Licenses will not be issued to any 
individual. 

 • In order to broaden the investor base, banks were allowed to distribute units of mutual funds and voluntary 
pension funds of multiple AMCs, subject to certain regulatory requirements. 

The rationalized licensing regime for securities brokers and securities advisors coupled with other measures 
introduced by the SECP would definitely reduce regulatory burden and cost of doing business for capital market 
participants and provide ease of doing business.

Amendments to the regulations of front line regulators 
The SECP also encouraged the front line regulators to upgrade their regulations by amending them and to 
strengthen their regulatory frameworks. Subsequently, the front line regulators such as PSX, CDC and NCCPL 
made the following amendments to their regulations.

The regulations of the CDC and NCCPL were amended to

 • Include IBAN information in registration details in Central Depository System (CDS) for facilitating electronic 
payment of cash dividends directly into the designated bank accounts of the client; 

 • Prescribe treatment of sub-accounts opened without sub-account opening form (SAOF) and submission 
of information about capital adequacy level by the TREC holder to the CDC for the purpose of asset under 
custody (AUC) regime; 

 • Rationalize procedural requirements relating to deposit and withdrawal of securities in the central depository 
system;

 • Introduce enforcement powers of chief compliance officer of CDC in place of CEO as required under the 
Central Depositories (Licensing and Operations) Regulations, 2016;

 • Report net worth for determination of limits for assets under custody (AUC);
 • Implement mechanism for controlling acquisition of shares in a listed bank in excess of 5%. The SBP has 

imposed this restriction under its regulatory framework and requested SECP to deploy some mechanism to 
ensure said restriction on investors; 

 • Develop mechanism  for treatment of listed securities under the Voluntary Declaration of Domestic Assets 
Ordinance, 2018 (tax amnesty); 

 • Rationalize procedural requirements relating to deposit and withdrawal of securities in the central depository 
system;

 • Change the CDC schedule of fees and deposits to institute ceiling on fee for fresh issuance of redeemable 
securities; and

 • Consider T-Bills as acceptable collaterals for all market segments where margin eligible securities are 
accepted as collateral.
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The PSX regulations were amended to

 • Charge revalidation fee on companies seeking fresh approval of prospectus approved earlier by the exchange;
 • Remove Code of Corporate Governance provisions from PSX Regulations pursuant to promulgation of the 

Listed Companies (Code of Corporate Governance) Regulations, 2017; 
 • Include additional descriptions for price-sensitive information in light of Board of Investment (BOI) recommendations 

shared under the World Bank exercise for improving ease of doing business indicators in Pakistan;
 • Prescribe requirements for brokers to submit quarterly, half yearly and annual financial statements/reports 

and any other required information to the PSX or the SECP;
 • Rationalize initial and annual listing fee structure applicable on listing companies as provided in the PSX 

Regulations on the recommendations of PSX. The revised structure entails a reduced cap on initial listing fee 
with phased increase in the annual listing fees;

 • Mandatorily require brokers to register UIN details of their employees in NCCPL database within a period of 
five working days; 

 • Streamline the process of buyback of shares by companies in case of delisting from PSX, whereby the 
requirements of submission of bank guarantee from the purchase agent at the time of submission of 
application and again upon finalization of the purchase price have been replaced with submission of bank 
guarantee only upon approval of final purchase price; 

 • Permit sponsor brokers to utilize PSX’s shares for BMC purposes and notional value of TREC was rationalized;
 • Align the short sale/blank sale framework with the Securities Act and the Securities Brokers (Licensing and 

Operations) Regulations; and 
 • Rationalize the basis for initial and annual listing fees for mutual funds and exclude open-end mutual funds 

from closed period and book closure requirements.

Future outlook
Increasing the investor base from 300,000 to 400,000

The SECP shall take the following steps to enhance the investor base:

Expansion in the number of CDS participants

The Central Depository Company (CDC) will be followed up to approach all the remaining commercial banks 
for acting as participant of its Central Depository System (CDS). As of June 30, 2018, only four banks were acting 
as CDS participants for opening and maintaining CDS sub-accounts for retail investors.  This will facilitate the 
investors in remote areas to locally open and maintain sub-accounts through the bank branches in their own 
localities.

Investor education initiatives

The Licensing and Regulatory Approvals Department (LRAD) of the SMD will extend its coordination with the 
Investors Education Department to include certain material in the SECP’s investors’ education programs to 
attract new investors. This education material will be related to investment in securities through IPOs, procedure 
for opening of CDS account, available sources through which investors can open and maintain CDS accounts, 
benefits of holding securities in book entry form, etc. 

Expansion of the centralized E-IPO system

Successful introduction and implementation of CES has facilitated investors’ participation in IPOs. Investors can 
now make applications for subscription of securities through internet banking, mobile phones and ATMs without 
going to the banks and waiting in long queues. As of June 30, 2018, nine banks had joined the CES. The LRAD shall 
persuade the CDC and 1 Link (G) Ltd. to follow up with the rest of the banks to join CES. 

Expected growth in the IPO market owing to awareness initiatives by SECP, privatization program of GOP, 
upcoming CPEC projects and government initiatives for facilitating business in the country will help increasing 
the investor base through CES.
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Establishment of bond pricing agency

For development of debt market, efforts will be made for establishment of an independent bond pricing agency 
under the Bond Pricing Agency Rules, 2017, to provide fair valuations of debt securities based on comprehensive 
data collection, validation, pricing, and dissemination to the stakeholders. 

Shariah-compliant leverage products

To provide investors with Shariah-compliant investment alternatives, conceptual model for introduction of 
Shariah-compliant financing product at NCCPL is being finalized and efforts for implementation of Murabaha 
Share Financing System for capital market participants are underway. Introduction of a Shariah-based trading 
platform at PSX in consultation with relevant stakeholders is also being considered. 

Development of derivatives market

Efforts will be made to launch and bolster activity in the derivatives market, especially index options, single stock 
options and cash settled futures, to provide investors with hedging/investment alternatives. 

Launch of ETF market

The SECP has constituted a committee of key stakeholders to explore the launch of Exchange Traded Funds 
(ETFs) in Pakistan. In coordination with other market infrastructure institutions and MUFAP as the key stakeholder. 
PSX is finalizing the product model and requisite regulatory support for enabling early launch of the product. 

Market halts and widening of scrip level circuit breakers

The introduction of index-based market halts with gradual widening of the circuit breakers in a phased manner is 
being explored by the SECP. This will ensure more efficient price discovery and enhance liquidity at the securities 
exchange. 

Efficient custody model, i.e. direct payment system (DPS)

The NCCPL is working on necessary system development and regulatory changes for early introduction of DPS, 
which will enable enhanced investor protection through minimizing custody-related risks. 

Rationalized tariff structure for public unlisted and private limited companies for fresh issuance 
of shares

In terms of Section 72 of Companies Act, 2017, the companies are required to replace their securities in book-
entry form within the specified period notified by the Commission. The SECP is endeavoring to rationalize tariff 
structure for public unlisted and private limited companies pertaining to de-materialization of existing and fresh 
issuance of shares. In first phase rationalized tariff structure for public unlisted companies has been approved 
by the SECP.

Electronic IPO through facilitation account for non-resident and foreign investors

After the withdrawal of group account facility in May 2005, the number of applicants in IPO opting for securities 
in book entry form in the CDS declined substantially. Moreover, the revised Public Offering Regulations, 2017, 
issued by the SECP on January 5, 2018, place a mandatory requirement on issuers that all securities offered in an 
IPO shall only be issued in book-entry form. Considering the above and in order to facilitate individual resident 
and non-resident Pakistani potential investors who have no depository account and intend to subscribe to 
securities offered through initial public offering, the concept of IPO facilitation account (IFA)  is being introduced. 
The initiative will also help increase the investor base of the capital market.

Custody risk mitigation in commodity market

In order to mitigate customers’ asset custody risk, new measures are being introduced in risk management 
framework of the PMEX by incorporating direct cash inflow/outflow management with the underlying client and 
bypassing the broker.
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Implementation of recommendations of USAID FMD project

The SECP will take all essential measures to implement the recommendations made by the USAID under 
its Financial Market Development (FMD) project. These recommendations pertain to the promotion and 
development of SME Board provided in its report dated February 11, 2017.

IPO seminars

The purpose of the IPO seminars is to create awareness among the potential issuers/IPO companies using capital 
market as an additional avenue for fund raising against issuance of securities (shares, sukuks, TFCs etc.), benefits 
of listing, procedure and criteria for listing, public offering process, etc. These seminars also bring together all the 
stakeholders, i.e. the issuers, underwriters, consultants, bankers, trustees, share registrars, depository company, 
securities exchange and the regulator on one platform to share their ideas for promoting the IPO market. The 
IPO seminars thus help in developing the IPO market.
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Corporatization
Sector overview 
Incorporation of companies 
During FY-2018, the SECP registered a total of 11,370 new companies, 37% more as compared to the corresponding 
period of last fiscal year. The total number of registered companies reached to 87,620. Approximately 80% 
companies were registered as private limited companies, 18% were registered as single-member companies and 
two percent got registered as public unlisted, association not-for-profit, trade organizations, foreign companies 
and limited liability partnerships.

The trading sector took a lead with the incorporation of 1,688 companies, followed by services with 1,632 and 
information technology with 1,375. Furthermore, 1310 companies got themselves registered in construction, 571 
in tourism, 401 in food and beverages, 373 in engineering, 340 in corporate agricultural, 330 in education, 311 in 
real estate development, 215 in transport, 203 in pharmaceutical, 186 in textile, 173 in communication, 172 in 
healthcare, 161 in autos and allied, 160 in fuel and energy, 135 in broadcasting and telecasting, 124 in mining and 
quarrying, 113 in chemical, 107 in cable and electric goods, 105 in logging, 102 each in power generation and paper 
and board board. Nine hundred and eighty-one commonalities were registered in other sectors.

Foreign investment was reported in 636 new companies. These companies have foreign investors from Afghanistan, 
Argentina, Australia, Austria, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Belgium, Canada, Cayman Islands, Chile, China, Czech Republic, 
Denmark, Egypt, France, Germany, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Iran, Italy, Jamaica, Japan, Jordan, Kenya, Lebanon, 
Macedonia, Malaysia, Mexico, Nepal, the Netherlands, Nigeria, Norway, Oman, Panama, Philippines, Poland, 
Portugal, Russia, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, South Africa, South Korea, Spain, Sri Lanka, Sweden, Switzerland, Syria, 
Taiwan, Tajikistan, Tanzania, Turkey, Ukraine, UAE, UK and the United States. 

Moreover, 55 foreign companies from Australia, Bahrain, Canada, China, Denmark, France, Germany, Hong Kong, 
Italy, Malaysia, the Netherlands, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, South Korea, Switzerland, Turkey, the UAE, the UK and 
the US have established places of business in Pakistan during the last fiscal year. These companies are engaged 
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in the fields of banking and finance, communication, construction, education, engineering, healthcare, services, 
power generation, trading, transport, fuel and energy, information technology, steel and allied and other sectors.

License under Section 42 of the Companies Act
During the year, the SECP issued 70 licenses to non-profit associations under Section 42 of the Companies Act 
2017. The object-wise details are given below:

Licenses issued to non-profit companies u/s 42 of the Companies Act during 2017–2018

Object-wise breakdown Number of associations

Art 1

Sports 1

Social services 10

Charity 10

Others 48

Total 70

Licensing of regulated persons 
No person can perform the regulated securities activities and other regulated activities defined under the 
Securities Act, 2015, and the Futures Market Act, 2016, unless he/she is licensed under the Securities Act and 
Futures Act (as the case may be) read with the regulations made thereunder.

Accordingly, the SECP processes and examines applications for licensing of securities brokers, debt securities 
trustees (DSTs), underwriters, share registrars and balloters, bankers to the issue, consultants to the issue, 
credit rating companies, securities and futures advisors and futures brokers for commodities etc. The various 
regulations under which the licenses are issued include the Securities Brokers (Licensing and Operations) 
Regulations, 2016, Debt Securities Trustee Regulations, 2017, the Public Offering (Regulated Securities Activities 
licensing) Regulations, 2017, the Share Registrars and Balloters Regulations, 2017, the Credit Rating Companies 
Regulations, 2016, Securities and Futures Advisors (Licensing and Operation) Regulations, 2017, and Commodity 
Exchange and Futures Contract Rules, 2005. 

Details of the licenses granted during the last one year are as under:

Type of entities 2016-17 2017-18 New registrations Licenses expired/
cancelled

Securities brokers 248 229 0 19

Debt securities trustees 16 12 4

Underwriters 41 44 3 -

Share registrar and 
balloter 20 20 - -

Bankers to an issue - 06 06 -

Consultants to the issue - 15 15 -

Credit rating companies 02 02 - -

Securities and future 
advisers 1 9 8 0

Futures brokers for 
commodities 139 128 11 22

Regulatory functions
Monitoring of beneficial ownership
The SECP monitors trading activities of beneficial owners of listed companies through filing of online annual 
returns by the listed companies and trading data of PSX along with returns filed by the beneficial owners. The 
primary objective of this monitoring is to detect the instances, where gain made by the beneficial owners through 
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purchase and sale or sale and purchase of shares of issuer companies within a period of less than six months, and 
recovering the same for onward credit to the Federal Consolidated Fund.

The SECP received 2,650 returns both from the listed companies and beneficial owners  during the period under 
review. The returns received during the last three years along with the percentage change are as under: 

Returns received

Year 2016 2017 2018 Growth form 2017

Number of returns 2,505 2600 2650 1.92%

Development of BO module for online filing of form 5, 6 and 7
For ease of business process, improve efficiency and to facilitate the Beneficial Owners of the listed companies, 
the Commission has developed a Module for online filing of Form-5, Form-6 and Form-7 through eServices 
Process of the Commission (filing required under Section 103 and 104 of the Securities Act, 2015) and implemented.

Approvals, permissions, inspection of record, issuance of copies and 
registration of charges 

Under the provisions of the Companies Act, 2017, 154,651 applications seeking regulatory approvals, inspection of 
record, issuance of copies and registration of charges were received. After due consideration necessary approvals 
were granted as follows:

S. No. Relevant Section of the Act Nature of approval/permission sought Total

1 Section 32 Amendment to memorandum and articles of association 255

2 Section 10 Availability of name 18,256

3 Section 12 Change of name 466

4 Section 42 Grant of license and renewal of license to associations 111

5 Section 455 Registration of intermediary 152

6 Section 46 Conversion of public companies into private companies 25

7 Section 83 Further issue of capital 1,242

8 Section 100, 106,109 Registration, modification, satisfaction of charge 17,556

9 Sections 132 Extension in period for holding of AGMs by unlisted public and 
private companies 215

10 Section 246 Appointment of auditors 2,539

11 Section 47 Conversion of status from private to SMC 13

12 Section 466(6) Issue of certified copies of documents 87,859

13 Under section 425 Restoration of companies 19

14 Regulation 19 of the Companies 
(Registration Offices) Regulations, 2018

Inspection of records maintained with CROs 17,148

15 Public Sector Companies (Corporate 
Governance) Rules, 2013

Relaxation granted to public sector companies from the 
requirements of the Rules 23

16 Others Other sections of the Act 67

17 Miscellaneous Provision of information to different agencies and other 
government departments. 8,705

Total 154,651

Schemes of arrangements
The merger/de-merger under scheme of arrangements enable companies to consolidate their resources, achieve 
synergies in business operations and exploit tax planning opportunities. It also enhances a company’s capacity to 
deal with systemic risk and increase its market presence through conglomeration. Powers to regulate scheme of 
arrangement are vested in the SECP under the Companies Act. However, Federal Finance Minister is empowered 
to assign the SECP’s powers to a court of law in respect of any class of companies. Federal Finance Minister 
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assigned the SECP’s powers to High Court in respect of public interest companies, large-sized companies and 
medium-sized companies whereas, scheme of arrangement of small-sized companies is regulated by the SECP.

Before approving schemes of arrangements, courts take into consideration representations made by the 
registrar in respect of such schemes. The department, while making representation to courts through registrar 
ensures that schemes of arrangements proposed by the companies are not prejudicial to the interests of minority 
shareholders. The cases dealt by the CSD during the preceding three years are as follows:

Particular 2016 2017 2018

Scheme of arrangements 24 26 23

Regulatory applications/approvals
The SECP’s Corporate Supervision Department processes applications of listed companies for granting regulatory 
approvals under the applicable legal regulatory framework. Applications include extension in time to hold annual 
general meetings and submit first quarterly accounts, exemption from preparation and filing of consolidated 
accounts, placement of quarterly accounts on website, group companies’ registration and approvals for extension 
of loans to directors etc. Data relating to processing of applications for the preceding three years is given here. 

Application for other regulatory approvals

2016 2017 2018

Appointment of cost auditors 52 48 8*

Withholding of  dividend 133 28 17**

Extension in time to hold AGM 21 31 36

Extension of first quarterly accounts - - 21

Exemption from preparation and filing the consolidated accounts 19 16 13

Placement of quarterly accounts on website 291 295 295***

Group companies registration/ deregistration 8 7 7

Approvals for extension of loans to directors of a company 5 1 3

Others - - 10

* In terms of requirements of Section 250 of the Companies Act, requirements relating to audit of cost accounts are not applicable, as the SECP 
has not issued any directive for mandatory cost audit.  
** In terms of requirements of Section 243 of the Act, companies without the SECP’s approval may withhold the payment of dividend of a 
member where the member has not provided the complete information or documents as specified by the SECP. 
*** The figure represent the cumulative number of approvals granted over the years.

Amalgamation and reconstruction of companies under the Act
During the year, 22 applications for amalgamation and reconstruction were received out of which 07 applications 
were approved by the courts. 

Exemptions from requirements of the Code of Corporate Governance
The department processed applications from listed companies, seeking relaxation from requirements of Code 
of Corporate Governance, 2012, which was subsequently replaced by Listed Companies (Code of Corporate 
Governance) Regulations, 2018, w.e.f. January 1, 2018. Exemptions from certain requirements of the code/
regulations are provided in cases where the applicant companies demonstrate reasonable grounds and practical 
difficulties to comply with legal requirements. Out of 23 applications processed by the department during 
the year, 7 were approved, 10 were rejected and 6 were under process for want of deficient information from 
companies. 
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Here is a summary:

Code of corporate governance cases

 2016 2017 2018

Applications approved - 4 7

Applications rejected - 2 10

Applications in process - 4 6

Total - 10 23

Measures for ease of doing business
The SECP, being an apex regulatory body, is fully cognizant of the importance of “ease of doing business”. It has 
introduced a number of reforms to reduce the cost of doing business, leading to a  robust corporate growth and 
documented economy in the country. The following reforms have been introduced to reduce the cost of doing 
business in Pakistan. 

 • Company registration within four working hours
 • Introduction of single online procedure for name reservation and company incorporation which has reduced 

number of procedures and time for company registration
 • Launch of one window facility for company incorporation and NTN registration
 • Reduction in doing business cost of companies by merging of several statutory forms
 • Agreement with 1-link to provide fee payment facility through ATM and internet banking
 • Establishment of online service center along with the improvement in the facilitation counters

Promulgation/amendments to rules and regulations
Companies (Investment in Associated Companies or Associated Undertakings) 
Regulations, 2017
The Companies (Investment in Associated Companies or Associated Undertakings) Regulations, 2017, require listed 
companies to provide material disclosures to members regarding investment in associated undertaking to facilitate 
informed decision making in terms of Section 199 of the Companies Act. The section requires special resolution of 
members before making any investment in associated companies or undertakings. Moreover, the exemption from 
requirement of obtaining members’ approval under Section 199 to certain classes of companies was also granted 
through S.R.O. 1239 (I)/2017 dated December 6, 2017. This exemption has been allowed to facilitate expeditious 
decision making in cases where probability of conflict of interest to the disadvantage of minority interest is minimal.

Listed Companies (Code of Corporate Governance) Regulations, 2017 
The Listed Companies (Code of Corporate Governance) Regulations, 2017 replaced the Code of Corporate 
Governance, 2012, which was issued under the PSX listing regulations. The regulations are aimed at aligning 
corporate governance practices with the best international standards, strengthening role and responsibilities 
of directors, encouraging independent decision-making, supporting gender diversity and mechanism for 
transparency and accountability. The regulations also stipulate basic eligibility criteria for key positions. 

Companies (Postal Ballot) Regulations, 2018
The Companies (Postal Ballot) Regulations, 2018, provide simplified mechanism for e-voting provider, conduct of 
e-voting and postal ballot to encourage shareholders’ representation in general meetings in companies having 
geographically dispersed shareholding. The regulations facilitate participation of members in the decision-
making process by allowing them to cast votes through secured electronic means or through ballot papers.

Companies (Manner and Selection of Independent Directors) Regulations, 2018
The Companies (Manner and Selection of Independent Directors) Regulations, 2018,  are to specify the manner 
and procedure of selection of independent directors from databank maintained by authorized institute, i.e. 
Pakistan Institute of Corporate Governance (PICG), who possess requisite qualifications, experience and ancillary 
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requirements. In addition, these regulations provide modus operandi for inclusion of details in databank and 
access of databank by directors and companies. 

Auditors (Reporting Obligations) Regulations, 2018
Auditors (Reporting Obligations) Regulations, 2018 are to align audit report formats on annual and half-yearly 
financial statements of different class of companies in accordance with international standards on auditing. 
Moreover, regulations also prescribe reporting format for reporting on statement of compliance with the Code 
of Corporate Governance. 

Employees Contributory Funds (Investment in Listed Securities) Regulations, 2018
The Employees Contributory Funds (Investment in Listed Securities) Regulations, 2018, replaced existing rules 
governing investment of provident funds in listed securities. The new regulations provide additional safeguards 
to protect investment of contributory funds through introduction of conditions and restrictions on amount of 
investment in debt and equity securities. 

Notifications/circulars issued during the year
 • Notification specifying a time period of 45 days for shareholders to provide valid information to complete 

arrangements for making payment of cash dividends through electronic mode vide SRO 421(I)/2018 dated 
April 2, 2018.

 • Amendment to third, fourth, and fifth schedules to the Companies Act, 2017, to remove impediments to the 
implementation of subject schedules of the Act while preparing financial statements. 

 • Notification of minimum disclosures to be contained in statement of material facts in respect of special 
business to be transacted in general meeting to facilitate standardization and informed decision making by 
members of companies.  

 • Definition of public interest company was issued vide SRO 360(I)/2018 dated March 15, 2018. It was done 
through notification under clause (i) of Section 36H of the Securities and Exchange Commission of Pakistan 
Act, 1997.  

 • Notification under Section 183 (2) (j) of the Act containing the limit regarding leasing obligations issued vide 
SRO 75(I)/ 2018 dated January 25, 2018.

 • Notified PICG to create and maintain data of directors willing to act as independent directors under Section 
166 of the Act through SRO 73(I)/2018 dated January 25, 2018.

 • Adoption of IFRSs (IFRS 9 and 15) notified on October 4, 2017 through SRO 1007(I)/2017.
 • Adoption of IFRSs (IFRS 16) notified on April 7, 2018, through SRO 434(I)/2018.
 • Circular 31 of 2017 dated November 30, 2017, was issued, advising companies to conspicuously place the 

SECP’s web-linked logo on homepage of their website. Logo is linked to the SECP’s investor grievances and 
queries to provide easy access for lodging complaints and queries.

 • Circular 24 of 2017 dated October 19, 2017, for electronic transmission of annual and quarterly financial 
statements of listed companies to the SECP. 

Future outlook
Subordinate legislation under the Companies Act, 2017

 • Notification of final Companies (General Provisions and Forms) Regulations, 2018
 • Notification of final Foreign Companies Regulations, 2018
 • Notification of draft easy exit regulations 2018
 • Companies (Issue of Further Shares) Regulations, 2018 
 • Related Parties (Transactions and Maintenance of Related Records) Regulations, 2018 
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Developmental activities and facilitation measures

 • The establishment of state-of-the-art facilitation centers at CRO Karachi, Lahore and Islamabad
 • Revamp of eServices 
 • Integrating eServices with the Sindh Business Registration Portal
 • Implementation of Companies (General Provisions and Forms) Regulations, Foreign Companies Regulations, 

Intermediaries (Registration) Regulations, in eServices
 • Activation drive for dormant companies
 • Seminars/conferences on benefits of corporatization and eServices
 • Publication of brochures/guides to create awareness among public 
 • Updating of website to provide upto date information to stakeholders
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Non-banking financial sector
Sector overview
The asset size of NBF sector has been increasing at a steady pace during the past few years. On June 30, 2018, 
it stood at Rs1,228 billion as compared to Rs1,196 billion on June 30, 2017, reflecting an overall increase of 2.7%. 
The diagram and table below illustrate the details of the total asset size of the NBF sector as of June 30, 2018:

Sector Number of entities Total assets
(in million rupees)

As percentage of 
total assets

Total deposits
(in million rupees)

Mutual funds/plans 244 678,859.81 55.26%

AMCs/IAs 21 38,998.00 3.17% -

Discretionary/non-discretionary 
portfolios - 152,937.00 12.45% -

Pension funds 19 26,828.01 2.18%

REIT management companies 5 5,106.00 0.42% -

Real estate investment trust
(REIT Scheme) 1 41,840.00 3.41%

Investment banks and micro 
finance institutions 35 215,480.42 17.54% 6,433.74

Leasing companies 7 10,359.00 0.84% 499.28

Modarabas 29 52,941.00 4.31% 9324.84

Private equity companies 2 172.00 0.01% -

Private equity funds 2 4982.00 0.41% -

Total 365 1,228,503.24 100% 16,257.86
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Asset management
As of June 30, 2018, the total size of the industry stood at Rs678 billion and the total number of funds was 244. 
As of June 30, 2018, equity funds dominated the AUMs of the industry with the largest share of the mutual fund 
industry, i.e. 25.56%, while money market funds held the second largest industry share, i.e. 18.88%, followed by 
Islamic equity funds with industry share of 15.74%. 

In order to further foster growth of the mutual fund industry and to safeguard the interests and rights of the 
investors, the SECP instituted several regulatory reforms. 

Product diversification 
Focusing on product innovation and the use of technology in the industry, the SECP allowed the following 
products: 

 • AMCs have been allowed to re-launch constant proportion portfolio insurance based collective investment 
schemes to enable the industry to diversify its products and offer investors more options and avenues to 
invest.

 • New sector specific funds were launched covering energy and financial sectors.
 • One AMC was allowed to launch daily dividend fund to provide regular stream of income to investors.

Liquidity management of mutual funds
In order to facilitate the mutual fund industry, the requirement of minimum cash and cash equivalent for equity 
funds has been revised.
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Technological innovation
For expansion of business through technology, AMCs have launched;

 • Online investor account opening for low-risk customers
 • Online investment, redemption and conversion in mutual funds
 • Mobile application for investment in mutual funds

Investment advisory
At present, 19 AMCs have licenses to conduct the business of investment advisory in addition to business of asset 
management services while two NBFCs have exclusive licenses to offer investment advisory services. 

Private fund management
Two NBFCs have been granted licenses to undertake private equity and venture capital fund management 
services. The details of these companies as of June 30, 2018 are as follows:

S. No Names of companies Total assets (in million rupees)

1 PNO Capital Limited 88

2 Ijarah Capital Partners Limited 84

Total 172

Size of private equity funds as of  June 30, 2018

S. No PE fund name Total  assets (in million rupees)

1 PNO Pakistan Fund-1 (Plan A) 589

2 Pakistan Emerging Market Fund-1 4,393

Total 4,982

Voluntary pension system
As of June 30, 2018, the total assets of the pension schemes stood at Rs26.8 billion out of which 64% were 
invested in Sharia-compliant and 36% in conventional pension funds. The key statistics in respect of pension 
fund industry as of June 30, 2018 are as follows: 

Total assets of pension fund industry Rs26.8  billion

Total number of pension funds 19

Shariah-compliant pension funds 10

Conventional pension funds 9

Number of pension fund managers 10

Amendments to the Voluntary Pension System Rules, 2005, were made and notified, helping the industry 
function effectively and efficiently. The SECP also rationalized the sales load/front end load charged from 
participants/investors to facilitate growth of pension funds. The sales load has been capped at 1.5% if the 
participants approach the fund managers or if the investment is made online. In addition, no sales load will be 
charged on any subsequent contribution made by a participant directly, through employer or online. 
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The position of total assets and number of pension funds is as follows: 

Real estate investment trusts (REITs)
In, all five REIT management companies are registered with the SECP, having accumulated asset value of 
Rs5,106.00 million, as of June 30, 2018. However, there is only one REIT scheme, i.e., Dolmen City REIT (DCR) with 
a fund size of Rs22.23 billion. The dividend yield by DCR for the year stood at 12%. 

On the SECP’s proposal, the rate of tax on dividend received by corporate unitholder of a REIT has been reduced 
from 25% to 15%, vide Finance Act, 2018. In addition, the tax rate applicable to dividend received by an individual 
unitholder from a rental REIT was also reduced to 7.5% to encourage investment in rental REIT schemes. 
Furthermore, the tax on dividend received by a unitholder from a developmental REIT scheme set up by June 30, 
2020, for development and construction of residential buildings will be reduced by 50% for three years from the 
date of setting up of the scheme.

The SECP held a number meetings with the stakeholders of REIT industry wherein they highlighted their problems 
and proposed actionable recommendations for REIT development in Pakistan. As a result of these consultations, 
it was agreed to address the issue of segregation of documentary requirements with respect to developmental 
and rental REITs. In order to facilitate RMCs, changes in the requirements related to vacant/partially occupied 
properties are also being considered. Investment of surplus funds in real estate as well as allowing of borrowing 
against REIT assets will also boost the market development of  the REIT industry in Pakistan.
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Lending non-bank finance companies (NBFCs)
Lending NBFCs are licensed to undertake leasing, investment finance services, housing finance services or 
discounting services. Companies licensed to carry out investment finance services include investment finance 
companies (IFCs) and non-bank microfinance companies (NBMFCs), which were brought into SECP’s regulatory 
ambit pursuant to amendments to the NBFC regulatory framework in 2015.

During the last few years, the SECP reviewed and reassessed the complete regulatory framework for lending 
NBFCs for any barriers to growth. Many of the regulatory impediments were highlighted and removed by making 
necessary amendments to the law governing NBFCs. The SECP is continuously striving to remove the barriers that 
may impede their growth. These measures will help alleviate poverty by providing necessary funding support to 
the most marginalized segments of society.

Leasing companies
A downward trend was witnessed in the asset size of leasing companies in 2017-18, largely due to the conversion 
of one large leasing company into an investment finance company. As a result of this conversion, the asset size 
of leasing companies decreased from Rs43.3 billion as of June 30, 2017 to Rs10.359 billion on June 30, 2018. A new 
leasing company was also awarded a license during the year. 

Investment finance companies
The number of investment finance companies remained unchanged at 10 since June 30, 2017. During the year, 
one investment finance company ceased to exist as it merged into a brokerage company whereas one large 
leasing company was converted into an investment finance company. As a result of this conversion, the asset 
size of investment finance industry increased from Rs81 billion as of June 30, 2017, to Rs118 billion as of June 30, 
2018. 

Non-bank microfinance companies
The SECP made serious efforts and adopted a number of changes to the regulatory framework to ensure 
smooth transition of microfinance institutions (MFIs) into non-bank microfinance companies (NBMFCs). In a 
bid to facilitate transition of microfinance institutions into NBMFCs, the SECP remained engaged in constant 
consultation with the industry association, Pakistan Microfinance Network (PMN) and the premier funding 
agency of the sector, Pakistan Microfinance Investment Company (PMIC).

Moreover, the SECP also proposed amendments to the Non-Banking Finance Companies (Establishment and 
Regulation) Rules, 2003, pertaining to defining threshold for licensing requirements and for setting up of wholly 
owned non-financial subsidiaries by an NBMFC. Earlier, an NBMFC could not make investment in a non-financial 
sector, but the present amendment would allow an NBMFC to invest in its wholly owned nonfinancial subsidiaries 
for multiple purposes, including education and rural development etc.  

As of June 30, 2018, 25 microfinance institutions had been successfully licensed with total assets of Rs97.17 billion. 
The assets of companies licensed to provide investment finance services, including investment banks and non-
bank microfinance companies have thereby grown significantly to a total asset size of Rs215.48 billion. As of June 
30, 2018, the total asset size of the lending NBFCs is as follows: 

 Total assets Sector Number of entities

Lending NBFC In billion rupees

IFCs 10 118

NBMFCs 25 97

Leasing companies 07 10

Total 42 225
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Modaraba
Due to popularity of Islamic financial products and enhanced awareness about modaraba institution among 
the masses, investors have started showing interest in establishing modarabas. During the year under report, 
after a long time, two new modarabas, having the equity of around Rs1,050 million were floated and listed on 
the securities exchange. This shows the overwhelming confidence of the entrepreneur in the Islamic mode of 
business, especially in modarabas. It has been observed that asset rental business is becoming popular among 
the masses.

Further, the SECP proposed new Modaraba Bill containing a number of significant changes in the legal framework 
for Modarabas. More than 37-year old, the Modaraba Ordinance, 1980, is being replaced with a modern piece of 
legislation providing enhanced right to the certificate holders of modaraba and for improving its utility for the 
business community and the economy as a whole.

The SECP also completed consultation with the stakeholders on the proposed bill and after the approval of the 
Commission, the final Modaraba Bill has been sent to the Ministry of Finance for placing the same before the 
federal cabinet for its approval and subsequent placing in the parliament.

Future outlook 
 • Strengthening the internal controls and risk management framework in the mutual fund industry
 • Facilitating the distribution of investment products through the use of technology
 • Improving the selling and distribution norms of mutual fund industry through more disclosures
 • Encouraging the launch of passive investment products with low-fee structure
 • Encouraging the launch of private funds as an alternative investment vehicle 
 • Facilitating the process of conversion of MUFAP into SRO
 • Reviewing of Sahulat Sarmaykari account requirement in light of industry’s feedback
 • Reviewing of restrictions on exposure in derivatives in mutual funds
 • Finalizing separate primary law for NBFCs
 • Finalizing draft guidelines on grievance resolution mechanism for NBMFCs
 • Nurturing lending NBF sector entities with special reference to create an enabling regulatory framework to 

support smaller companies
 • Amending regulatory framework for REITs  
 • Finalization and issuance of notifications for the amendments proposed in the existing Modaraba Rules and 

Prudential Regulations
 • To carry out all requisite steps for the promulgation of new modaraba law 
 • Completion of subordinate legislations under the new modaraba law (subject to promulgation of new 

modaraba law)
 • Conversion of all physical processes into online processes (subject to promulgation of new modaraba law)
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Insurance
Sector Overview
Insurance policies offer indemnity to individuals as well as companies through the mechanism of transfer and 
pooling of risks. Thus, insurance sector provides financial stability to the economy as public companies and 
households can insure themselves against financial risks, enhancing the degree of certainty in their planning and 
lessening uncertainty in their investment behavior. A dynamic and well-regulated insurance sector is not only 
capable of ensuring that the specific risks are adequately allocated, but it also contributes to economic growth of 
the country. Being the insurance supervisor, the SECP is fully committed to pursuing its fundamental objectives 
of sound and organized development of the insurance sector, effective regulation of insurance business and 
protection of interests of the policyholders.

Sector level information
In December 2017, the industry’s total premium revenue stood at Rs308.46 billion ($2.789 billion), excluding 
reinsurance, whereas, the industry’s total assets stood at Rs1,298 billion ($11.74 billion). In 2017, premium revenue 
of life insurers and non-life insurers grew by 18% and 12% respectively, while the overall growth rate during this 
period remained 16%. The life insurance sector underwrote premium of Rs213.6 billion, and non-life insurance 
sector recorded premium of Rs94.8 billion. 
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At present, there are 41 non-life insurers operating in the market, including three general takaful operators and 
two state-owned insurers. There are nine life insurers, including two family takaful operators, and one state-
owned insurer in the life insurance sector.

The minimum paid-up capital requirements for life insurers and non-life insurers are Rs700 million and Rs500 
million, respectively.  The insurance market is fairly liberalized as hundred percent foreign ownership and control 
of insurance companies is permitted.

Licensing and approvals
The SECP granted various regulatory approvals, extensions and NOCs on the applications received from the 
insurers, surveyors and brokers etc., under the provisions of the relevant laws. The following approvals were 
processed during the year.

Approvals of appointment of directors and CEOs 
Approvals of appointment of 241 directors and chief executives of insurance companies were issued after 
scrutinizing their applications in light of the provisions of the Insurance Companies (Sound and Prudent 
Management) Regulations, 2012, and other applicable regulatory provisions. Furthermore, approvals of 25 
directors and chief executives of insurance brokers were also accorded in terms of rule 38 of the Insurance 
Rules, 2017.
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Licenses to insurance brokers
The SECP granted a license to one insurance broker and renewed licenses of 14 insurance brokers upon fulfilling 
the requirements contained in Section 102 of the Insurance Ordinance, 2000, read with rules 37, 38, 39 and 50 of 
the Insurance Rules, 2017.

Licensing of insurance surveying companies and ASOs
The SECP issued 513 licenses to insurance surveying companies and authorized surveying officers, of which, 188 
licenses were issued to the surveying companies and 325 licenses were issued to authorized surveying officers 
(ASOs).

Facultative reinsurance approvals
The insurers prudently manage their high exposure individual risks through facultative placements with foreign 
reinsurers after complying with the applicable provisions of the law and with the SECP’s approval. The SECP 
accorded 1,355 approvals for placement of risks abroad with foreign reinsurers in facultative manner.

Authorization as window takaful operators
During the year, authorization to conduct window takaful operations was granted to four non-life conventional 
insurers, after which, the number of window takaful operators reached 25. Five life insurers and 20 non-life 
insurers are authorized to conduct window takaful operations.

Life insurance products approvals
During the year, 100 new life insurance products and supplementary riders were approved by the SECP. Necessary 
guidance was provided to the life insurers and takaful operators on various aspects of life insurance products 
amidst the expansion of business through technology based distribution channels.

Major initiatives
Notification of the Credit and Suretyship (Conduct of Business) Rules, 2018
In order to further strengthen the regulatory framework with respect to insurance guarantees, the SECP notified 
the Credit and Suretyship (Conduct of Business) Rules, 2018, vide SRO 696(I)/2018 dated June 1, 2018, under 
Section 83 of the Insurance Ordinance, 2000. As per these rules, exposure of the insurer on any type of guarantee 
to a party or group has been capped at 2.5% of the insurer’s shareholders’ equity. 

The insurer shall, at all times, ensure that the aggregate net retained exposure on all guarantees shall not exceed 
the greater of 100% or such other percentage of the insurer’s shareholders’ equity as the SECP may notify from 
time to time through notification. It has been made mandatory for the insurers to collect collateral equivalent 
to at least 80% of the sum insured less reinsurance support for all types of guarantees, which means that the 
insurer shall only be exposed to 20% of the net exposure. The insurers engaged in underwriting guarantee 
business shall have to file a return on an annual basis, on the prescribed format in respect of such business for 
better monitoring by the SECP.

Amendments to the Insurance Rules, 2017
The SECP notified the Insurance Rules, 2017, through S.R.O. 89(I)/2017 dated February 9, 2017. The rules, inter 
alia, brought about significant changes to the regulatory framework for insurance surveyors and authorized 
surveying officers by introducing enhanced paid-up capital requirement, professional indemnity, continuous 
professional development requirements and licensing fee. In order to make the newly introduced regulatory 
requirements more conducive and favorable to the regulated persons, certain amendments were made to the 
Insurance Rules, 2017, through S.R.O. 658(I)/2018 dated May 28, 2018, through which, requirements as to the 
paid-up capital, professional indemnity, licensing fee, among others, were streamlined in line with stakeholders’ 
comments.
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Directive for Corporate Insurance Agents (excluding banks) and Technology-
based Distribution Channels, 2018
The regulatory directive was issued for corporate insurance agents (excluding banks) and technology-based 
distribution channels, whereby regulatory requirements regarding conduct of business through these channels 
were prescribed. The directive set out guidance in respect of maintaining minimum consumer protection 
standards while distributing insurance through technology-based channels such as storage and safety of 
policyholder data, communication of all terms and conditions through mobile/internet, manner of exiting the 
agency agreement and code of conduct, etc.

Permission for dollar-denominated insurance policies
The SECP issued a circular, stipulating the documentary requirements for insurers for issuance of dollar-
denominated insurance policies. It has been made mandatory for the insurers to obtain recommendation letter 
from the SECP before submitting an application for issuance of dollar-denominated insurance policy through 
the authorized dealer. 

The circular requires submission of copy of bilateral agreement or any other document as evidence of bilateral 
agreement, in case of such policies required to be issued for projects undertaken in Pakistan, as part of bilateral 
agreement between the government of Pakistan and a foreign country/multilateral agency. In case issuance of 
dollar-denominated policy is required to meet the condition of foreign currency (FCY) loan, documentary evidence 
establishing permission given by the SBP in this regard is required. Other requirements include minimum insurer 
financial strength rating of insurer and coinsurer, proposed reinsurance solution and other details regarding the 
risk(s) to be insured.

Initiatives taken under the National Financial Inclusion Strategy (NFIS)
In order to implement the National Financial Inclusion Strategy (NFIS) adopted by the government of Pakistan, 
the Technical Committee on Insurance (TCI) took a number of initiatives to achieve the objective of financial 
inclusion. One of the key initiatives was to initiate negotiation with the National Database Registration Authority 
(NADRA) for a reduction in NADRA’s verification cost for microinsurance policies.

After thorough deliberations, NADRA agreed to provide the verification services at Rs10 per verification for 
the microinsurance policies. This is a landmark achievement and is expected to significantly reduce the cost 
of microinsurance policies. The other initiatives include consultation with provincial education bodies for 
incorporation of insurance related content in academic curriculum, and a follow-up with the relevant ministries 
for legislative improvements in laws governing the compulsory group life insurance and motor third party liability 
insurance. An English-Urdu glossary of insurance terms was also developed by the NFIS Technical Committee on 
Insurance for use in insurance policy documents and promotional activities.

Proposed amendments to Motor Vehicles Act, 1939
Motor third party liability insurance offers insurance protection against death and bodily injury to the victims 
of the road traffic accidents or their legal heirs. The law provides compensatory remedy for all such accident 
victims as provisions contained in the saved Chapter VIII of the Motor Vehicles Act, 1939, make it compulsory for 
all the motor vehicles owners to have the motor third party liability insurance cover. The compensation limit of 
Rs20,000 prescribed for death or bodily injury under the Motor Vehicles Act, 1939, is a meagre sum of money. It 
needs to be increased. (It may be noted that this law has been repealed except its chaperts 7 and 8).  

Moreover, the existing procedure for determination of the liability through courts is so lengthy, costly and 
cumbersome, which claimants cannot afford. Therefore, the SECP prepared a proposal to amend the Motor 
Vehicles Act, 1939, for smooth implementation of the motor third party liability insurance scheme to compensate 
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the road accident victims and forwarded it to all the four provincial governments. These are major proposed 
amendments to the said law: 

 • To introduce “No fault option” whereby the claim for death or bodily injury shall be payable to the victims 
of the road accidents or their legal heirs without obtaining any court order and irrespective of the fact as to 
whether or not the insured person was at fault

 • To increase compensation limit in case of death from Rs20,000 to Rs500,000
 • To introduce compensation limits separately for bodily injuries

After receiving feedback from Ministry of Law and Justice, IAP was requested to redraft the proposed amendments 
in light of the observations of Ministry of Law and Justice. IAP submitted a fresh draft of the proposed amendments 
on November 13, 2017. The proposed amendments to the law were disseminated for public consultations through 
posting on the SECP’s website and circulation among stakeholders.

Resolution of policyholders’ complaints
The Insurance Division disposed of 674 policyholders’ complaints against insurers whereby they paid Rs85.303 
million on account of settlement of policyholders’ grievances. The remaining complaints were either forwarded 
to the Federal Insurance Ombudsman or Small Disputes Resolution Committee keeping in view the jurisdiction 
of the relevant forum.

Future outlook  
 • Introduction of accounting regulations and formats for general takaful operators
 • Introduction of regulatory requirements for reporting of family window takaful operations by life insurers
 • Notification of formations for audit reports required under various laws
 • Expansion of Centralized Information Sharing Solution for Insurance Industry to non-life sector
 • Formulation of guidelines on alternative distribution channels
 • Issuance of circular/guidelines for establishment/strengthening of the grievance function of insurers for  

expeditious resolution of policyholders’ complaints
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Islamic finance
Islamic finance assumes a center stage in the SECP’s policies. The SECP has taken a number of measures on the 
regulatory front for effective regulation of Islamic financial services. The SECP’s Islamic Finance Department 
(IFD) is mandated to embed Islamic finance in the corporate sector and capital markets for the development of 
vibrant primary and secondary markets for Islamic financial products and services. It facilitates the development 
of Islamic finance through an enabling legal, regulatory and compliance framework. 

The IFD is striving to inculcate highest standards of quality services and Shariah compliance and build  a resilient 
and sustainable Islamic financial system in Pakistan. It has taken a number of measures to strengthen governance 
of Islamic finance companies and ensure that their business activities are in accordance with Shariah principles.

Shariah-compliant companies 
Landmark provisions have been added to the newly promulgated Companies Act, 2017, for Shariah-compliant 
companies and Shariah-compliant securities. The concept of Shariah-compliant companies and securities 
is the first of its kind in the corporate history of Pakistan. This concept extends from the previous paradigm 
where Islamic finance was largely confined to Islamic financial institutions, sukuk and Shariah screening of listed 
companies. The new concept provides an opportunity to companies or securities, irrespective of their size or line 
of business, to become Shariah compliant. 

Draft Shariah Governance Regulations, 2018
The SECP, under the enabling provisions of the Companies Act, issued Draft Shariah Governance Regulations, 
2018 (Shariah governance framework) for the governance of Shariah-compliant companies, Shariah-compliant 
securities and Islamic financial institutions. The proposed regulations encompass various elements of Shariah 
governance such as Shariah  compliance, internal and external Shariah audit, Shariah screening, Shariah-related 
disclosures and explicate the responsibilities of Shariah advisors. They also provide a certification mechanism for 
Shariah-compliant companies and securities.

The Shariah governance framework of the SECP was appreciated locally as well as internationally. 

 • In its April 2018 report, Moody’s Investors’ Service termed the introduction of Shariah governance regulations 
and Shariah standards as credit positive for Pakistan and stated that it will promote standardization across 
Islamic financial institutions.

 • In its issue of April 2018, Islamic Finance News (IFN) termed the issuance of the said regulations by the IFD 
as an excellent effort and a “major breakthrough for the further development of the Islamic finance sector 
on a long-term and sustainable basis and will also facilitate the growth of Shariah-compliant entities in line 
with best market practices the world over.”

 • Standing Committee for Economic and Commercial Cooperation of the Organization of Islamic Cooperation 
(COMCEC) in its Islamic Fund Management Report (June 2018) described Pakistan as a developing (advanced) 
economy in Islamic fund management and placed it at second only to Malaysia, while the introduction of the 
Shariah Governance Regulations, 2018, was appreciated for strengthening Shariah screening methodology. 
The report stated: 

Comparable to Malaysia, Pakistan has a robust Shariah framework that governs the governance and 

compliance of Islamic capital market activities, particularly Islamic funds-related business. In fact, 

Pakistan is more advanced in ensuring compliance with standards issued by international standard-

setting bodies such as AAOIFI and Islamic Financial Services Board (IFSB).

Shariah Advisors Regulations, 2017
Realizing the need for a robust Shariah advisory function and to improve the quality of Shariah advisors, and 
to professionalize the Shariah advisory businesses, the SECP notified the Shariah Advisors Regulations, 2017, 
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whereby individuals, firms, LLPs, and companies meeting the fit and proper criteria and registered with the SECP 
were allowed to provide Shariah advisory services.  

Sukuk (Privately Placed) Regulations, 2017
To develop a vibrant sukuk market and to encourage sukuk issuances, Sukuk (Privately Placed) Regulations, 
2017, and Public Offering Regulations, 2017, were notified after extensive consultations with stakeholders. 
Sukuk issuers have been exempted from the underwriting and rating requirements for privately placed sukuk, 
minimizing the cost of issue. Tax neutrality has been provided to sukuk vis-a-vis conventional securities through 
an amendment to the Income Tax Ordinance, 2001. 

Moreover, fiscal incentives to entice investors for investment in sukuk were offered. Retail investors’ participation 
in the sukuk has been encouraged by approval of a tax credit for investment in sukuk. 

Shariah-compliant assets of the NBFI industry
The share of Shariah-compliant assets of the NBFI industry is steadily rising. On June 30, 2018, the Shariah-
compliant assets accounted for 31.8% of the total assets of the NBFI industry. The Shariah-compliant mutual 
funds registered a phenomenal growth, the share of Shariah-compliant funds reached 40% of the assets under 
management (AUM) of the mutual fund industry as of June 30, 2018. 

AAOIFI’s accounting and Shariah standards
In order to achieve a high degree of standardization in the operational and business practices of Islamic financial 
institutions, the SECP is gradually adopting accounting and Shariah standards issued by the Accounting and 
Auditing Organization for Islamic Financial Institutions (AAOIFI). In February 2018, the SECP adopted three AAOIFI 
Shariah standards while in April 2018, the SECP issued draft notification for adoption of seven additional AAOIFI 
Shariah standards.

In addition, the SECP has also implemented standards of Islamic Financial Services Board (IFSB) Malaysia through 
its Shariah Governance Regulations. The SECP plans to adopt more Shariah and accounting standards of AAOIFI 
for its stakeholders to benefit from improved Shariah and corporate governance in Pakistan. 

Promotion of Islamic finance education
The SECP and the three Centers for Excellence in Islamic Finance (LUMS, IBA & IM Sciences) have, in principle, 
agreed to join hands for the noble cause of promoting Islamic finance education, training, research and 
development. The initiative, the first of its kind, will go a long way in creating awareness among the academia, 
the public, training for stakeholders and capacity building of Islamic financial institutions through joint and 
collaborative efforts.

Pilot project of commodity murabaha transactions
The SECP approved the Pakistan Mercantile Exchange (PMEX) Shariah-compliant Commodity Murabaha 
Regulations. The SECP and SBP granted approval for a three-month pilot phase for execution of commodity 
murabaha transactions. The Shariah compliance status of the transactions executed on the exchange was 
monitored during the pilot phase and final approval of the product is under consideration. 

Shariah-compliant trading counter at PSX 
A proposal for establishment of a Shariah-compliant trading counter at PSX has been presented by IFD to the 
SECP’s Shariah Advisory Board. The Shariah Advisory Board granted, in principle, approval for the introduction of 
the counter and asked that relevant regulatory changes to the regulations of PSX, NCCPL and CDC may be made 
and presented to the board for its review.
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Murabaha share financing product at PSX 
The SECP’s Shariah Advisory Board granted, in principle, approval for murabaha share financing product at PSX 
and decided that NCCPL team will coordinate with the Shariah advisors to bring about necessary improvements 
to the process flow and agreements. The revised agreements and process flow will be presented to the Shariah 
Advisory Board for its review and approval.

An obstacle-free regulatory regime that provides level playing field is a prerequisite for sustainable development 
and penetration of the Islamic corporate sector and capital markets. The SECP is providing its regulatory support 
to spur growth of the Islamic finance industry and is focused on scaling up Islamic finance regulations to provide 
an enabling regulatory environment to stakeholders in the sectors within the SECP’s regulatory ambit. 
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Risk management 
The reduction of systemic risk is one of the three objectives of securities regulation, as set by the IOSCO, along with 
the protection of investors, and ensuring that markets are fair, efficient and transparent. The IOSCO requires the 
regulator to contribute to a process to monitor, mitigate and manage systemic risk, appropriate to its mandate. In 
line with the IOSCO’s guidance, established international practices, and local needs, the SECP has taken a range 
of measures to reduce systemic risk. 

Amendment to the SECP Act regarding systemic risk
The SECP Act, 1997, was amended in 2016. Consequently, the SECP was given the specific responsibility of 
identifying and addressing factors that may result in systemic risk in the market. A definition of systemic risk was 
also added to the Act. The amendment increased the SECP’s focus on systemic risk.

Systemic risk organizational arrangement at SECP 
Because of increased focus on systemic risk, the Systemic Risk Department (SRD) is supported by a cross-
functional team of executive directors. Headed by an executive director, the SRD has four risk officers who 
possess advanced academic and internationally recognized professional qualifications such as FCA, ACA, MPhil 
and master’s in economics. The SRD is responsible for vigilant monitoring and analysis of factors that contribute 
to systemic risk. During the year, the focus of the SRD was on capital market. 

Established and functional Council of Regulators
In order to create a forum to deliberate on issues related to systemic risk, particularly those having cross market 
and stability implications, and suggest possible arrangements for crisis preparedness and issuing a coordinated 
response, the SECP and SBP have signed a letter of understanding to establish the Council of Regulators. 
Its establishment is aligned with the best international practices and marks a significant step to enhance 
collaboration between the SECP and the SBP to promote financial stability. The first meeting of the Council to 
discuss the issues and to define the way forward was held in October 2017. 

Risk profiling and stress testing implemented 
In collaboration with the NCCPL, the SECP has led the development of a detailed investor level risk profiling 
and stress-testing model for clearing and settlement. This model assigns probability of default to each investor 
based on criteria that includes settlement track record, availability of information, degree of regulation of the 
investor, experience of the investor in stock market trading, whether or not trading and investments is the core 
line of business of the investor. During the year, this model was implemented at the clearing house that has 
equipped it with the ability to monitor settlement risk efficiently.

Risk monitoring and reporting
A comprehensive risk monitoring and reporting mechanism has been introduced at NCCPL. As a consequence, 
the clearing house generates daily risk report that is a single most comprehensive document, for analysis of risk 
of the capital market. The risk report focuses on major factors such as leverage, settlement levels, exposures, 
concentration and portfolio investments. 

Risk governance framework
Risk governance framework for AMCs was developed in line with the international practices and the proposal 
was shared with the relevant department. The framework covers minimum policy elements including risk 
identification, risk priority, risk appetite and risk limit etc. Furthermore, recommendations pertaining to board risk 
committee and chief risk officer were prepared in order to strengthen the risk management function of AMCs.

Review of default regulation and simulation exercise
Pursuant to decision of the Commission taken in its 19th meeting, held on May 16, 2018, the SRD is analyzing the 
existing default waterfall of the clearing house and conducting simulation exercise to identify the weaknesses in 
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the waterfall, regulatory framework and operational issues that the clearing house might face during period of 
stress and broker defaults. Recommendations will be made to remove lacuna of relevant regulations.

Ongoing monitoring of leveraged open positions 
The key factor contributing to systemic risk in the secondary market is leveraged speculation. The three key 
modes of leveraged trading in PSX are deliverable futures contract, margin trading system and margin financing. 
In addition, off system badla financing is an undocumented illegal mode of financing, which is vigilantly analyzed 
by the relevant department. Leveraged open position is closely monitored by the SRD, and any unexpected hike 
in the position is promptly analyzed.

Leveraged open position with respect to KSE100 Index

DFC open interest MTS open position MF open position KSE100 index
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Legislative and legal reforms 
During fiscal year 2018, the SECP continued to upgrade its existing primary as well as secondary legislation 
to strengthen its overall regulatry framework and remove bottlenecks for providing ease of doing business. 
It vigilantly examined laws, rules and regulations, which are being administered by the SECP. The department 
drafted and reviewed the following:

Primary legislation
Corporate Rehabilitation Act, 2018 
Promulgated on May 16, 2018, the Corporate Rehabilitation Act, 2018, provides a mechanism for rehabilitation of 
the distressed companies and sustainable growth of corporate sector. The consultation on a proposed Bill started 
in 2004, but due to differing views of stakeholders, further progress was stalled.  After extensive consultations 
carried out in the last few years, a consensus was developed and the Act was passed by the Parliament.  

The CRA, 2018, also meets the international standards with respect to issue of corporate insolvency. The World 
Bank has accepted it as one of the major reforms in Ease of Doing Business Reform Survey for 2018. The salient 
features of CRA, 2018, are as under: 

 • It introduced the option of reorganization for corporate entities as an alternative to previously available 
liquidation procedure and allow the debtor to commence the reorganization procedure

 • High Court appoints an insolvency expert to undertake mediation with creditors and shareholders file its 
report with the court for necessary orders

 • Established provisions facilitating the continuation of the debtor’s business during insolvency, giving the 
administrator the power to continue contracts of the debtor

 • Established the possibility for the administrator to request arrangement of new financing after 
commencement of insolvency proceedings and granted creditors who provide post-commencement 
financing with priority over all other expenses and claims

 • Stipulated specific rules on how creditors vote the rehabilitation plan, indicating that all creditors vote on the 
plan, regardless of its impact on their interests.

Some other primary legislation that the SECP has reviewed and proposed amendments therein are following: 

 • Insurance Bill, 2018
 • Motor Vehicle Third party (Amendment) Bill, 2018
 • Compulsory Group Life Insurance (Amendment) Bill, 2018
 • Modaraba Bill, 2018

Secondary legislation 
New rules (ongoing)
 • Draft Search and Seizure Rules, 2017
 • Draft Corporate Restructuring Companies Rules, 2017
 • Draft Investor Education and Awareness Fund Rules, 2018
 • Draft Appellant Bench Rules, 2018
 • Draft Securities Leverage Market Rules, 2018
 • Draft amendments to the Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013

New regulations
 • Audit Report Regulations, 2017 
 • Collateral Management Regulations, 2017
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 • Companies Compliance and Reporting Regulations, 2017
 • Related Parties Transaction Regulations, 2018
 • Companies Incorporation Regulations, 2018
 • CRO Regulations, 2018
 • Employees Contributory Funds Regulations, 2017
 • Foreign Companies Regulations, 2017
 • Independent Directors Regulations, 2017
 • Intermediary  Regulations, 2017
 • Investment in Associated Companies and Undertaking Regulations, 2017
 • Companies (Mediation and Conciliation) Regulations, 2018
 • Postal Ballot  Regulations, 2018
 • Powers of Director Regulations, 2017
 • Related Parties Transaction Regulations, 2017
 • Associations with Charitable and Not for Profit Objects (Licensing & Corporate Governance) Regulations, 2017
 • Shariah Advisory Regulations, 2017
 • Shariah Governance Regulations, 2018
 • Unclaimed Dividend Regulations, 2017
 • Futures Broker Regulations, 2018
 • Futures Advisors Regulations, 2018
 • PMEX Morahaba Regulations, 2017
 • PMEX Regulations, 2017
 • Limited Liability Partnership Registration Regulations, 2018
 • Securities Manager Regulations, 2017
 • Draft Companies (General Provisions and Forms) Regulations, 2018

Prosecution and civil litigation 
The Litigation Department has the primary responsibility to represent and defend the SECP before the courts 
of law. It manages cases pending before the courts in their respective jurisdictions, including preparation and 
finalization of pleadings. It also initiates civil and criminal proceedings on the recommendations of the SECP. It 
strives to protect the SECP’s interests and assists courts of law in dispensing justice. 

Court-wise number of cases

Total cases 1417

Supreme Court of Pakistan 17

High Courts 1270

District courts/tribunals 140

Stay orders 85

Department-wise number of cases

Corporate Compliance Department (CCD) 858

Securities Market Division (SMD) 218

Corporate Supervision Department (CSD) 157

Specialized Companies Division (SCD) 88

Human Resource (HR) 22

Insurance Division 71

Finance Department 3
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 • During the year, the department’s own law officers successfully defended 80% of cases. Last year law 
officers represented the SECP in 65%  of cases.

 • Thirty-eight percent of the budget allocated for payment of professional fees was saved.  
 • Fifteen winding up petition were drafted and filed by law officers.
 • Eighteen criminal complaints were drafted and filed by law officers.
 • After persistent follow-up with the Ministry of Law and relevant registrars of the High Court,  special courts 

for banking offences have been created for the purpose of Section 38 of the SECP Act in Karachi, Lahore, 
Islamabad, Peshawar and Quetta. Consequently, cases earlier filed and pending before different courts have 
been transferred to special court in Karachi.

 • For effective coordination the nomination of focal persons from operational departments were identified.
 • Comprehensive litigation data was compiled and is being shared and discussed with focal persons of each 

department for up-to-date status of cases pending in the Supreme Court and High Courts. 
 • Fiscal impact/saving by strengthening the internal litigation team:

In million rupees

Financial year Allocated budget Actual utilization Saving

2016-17 28.00 22.70 5.2   (19%)

2017-18 28.00 17.40 10.60  (38%)
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Enforcement 
During the year, the SECP continued to consolidate and augment its efforts to ensure compliance with the 
regulatory framework by the corporates, NBPCs, insurance sector and capital market participants. The extended 
efforts covered a range of activities such as onsite inspections, offsite review, enquiries, investigations and 
specialized inspections, the ultimate objective being that all regulated entities comply with and implement the 
SECP’s regulatory framework in its true spirit.

Capital markets 
In order to ensure the orderly execution of the market operations, significant measures have been taken by 
the SECP. In various instances of noncompliance with the regulatory provisions, the Securities Market Division 
of the SECP initiated six enquiries and investigations, conducted five inspections/specific purpose reviews and 
initiated and completed 30 thematic reviews with regard to customer due diligence and AML. The department 
also referred six cases for criminal prosecution i.e., one for Insider trading, one for market manipulation and four 
others market abuses.

During FY18, 240 cases of non–compliance with regulatory framework, identified as a result of investigation/
inspection of brokerage houses and non-compliance with PSX rulebook and CDC regulatory framework were 
referred for adjudication. 

The summary of the enforcement actions taken during the year is presented below:

Enquiries conducted/initiated against market participants

2015 2016 2017 2018

Market manipulation 2 6 9 4

IPO/book building 0 1 2 0

Insider trading 3 10 9 2

Total 5 17 20 6

Cases referred for criminal prosecution

Violations Number of cases

Insider trading 1

Market manipulation 1

Other market abuses 4

Total 6

Cases referred for adjudication

Violations Number of cases

Non-compliance with PSX rulebook and CDC regulatory framework 178

Non–compliance with regulatory framework identified as a result of investigation/inspection of 
brokerage houses, share registrar and SROs 62

Total 240
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Details of actions against brokers

S. No Task 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18

1 Number of inspections/specific purpose reviews

1.1 Initiated thematic review/inspection of self-regulatory organizations 3 2 1

1.2 Initiated inspections of credit rating agencies 2 2 2

1.3 Initiated inspections of brokers 23 17 2

2 Enquiries and investigations

2.1 Enquiries/investigations initiated 8 17 5

3 Follow-up inspections

3.1 Follow-up inspections 4 4 0

4 Thematic reviews * 0 172 30

5 Training initiatives** 3 2 1

* Thematic review with regard to customer due diligence and AML was initiated and completed. Two follow-up thematic reviews w.r.t illegal 
financing were completed during the year.
** A training session for NAB officials was conducted with reference to market manipulation

Adjudication

The SECP’s Adjudication Department was formed in December 2017, its exclusive mandate was to oversee 
the adjudication of capital market participants, handle investor claims against defaulted brokers and investor 
complaints related to capital market.

In pursuance of its mandate to settle investor claims against defaulted brokers, the department held several 
meetings with the Fund Committees of the LSE and ISE that resulted in expeditious settlement of claims against 
four defaulted brokers. The breakdown of enforcement actions initiated by the Adjudication Department is as 
follows:

ARNs received Show cause notices 
issued

Referred to PSX/CDC 
for further necessary 

action
Orders issued Penalties imposed

240 29 178 46 Rs34.25 million

Offsite monitoring and surveillance of capital market participants

During the year, 136 letters were issued to the securities brokers who had failed to submit their financial returns 
for various quarters or were irregular filers requiring them to ensure submission of pending quarterly financial 
returns of various quarters while ensuring full compliance in the future.

Review of information 
Information as tabulate below, received from the exchanges, CDC and NCCPL was reviewed. 

Offsite forms 2016 2017 2018

Stock exchanges 289 160 160

CDC 36 36 36

NCCPL 49 153 153

PMEX 122 121 121

Review of system audit reports of stock exchange brokers 141 35 31
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Review of system audit reports of brokers of PMEX brokers 48 31 33

Review of CDC inspection reports of participants 11 0 0

Review of joint inspection reports 24 42 43

Financial statements review 0 0 35

Compliance reviews
During the year, a comprehensive compliance assessment of PSX, NCCPL and CDC was conducted. The 
assessment process was aimed at evaluating and enhancing the overall functioning of SROs. Furthermore, a 
number of theme-based reviews were conducted aiming to identify areas of non-compliance by the market 
participants and assess the robustness of monitoring mechanism/controls of SROs. Such reviews included the 
following areas:

 • Internet audit function
 • Review of NCB
 • Securities brokers functional website
 • Common mobile number against multiple sub-accounts
 • Illegal deposit taking/ in house financing
 • Disaster recovery site terminal

The findings of the compliance reviews were shared with the respective self-regulatory organizations (SROs) in 
order to assist them in strengthening their controls.

Revamp of reporting by SROs
Considering rising complexities into compliance risk, the Market Supervision and Compliance Department (MSCD) 
of the SECP continued to expand its scope of activities to new avenues such as theme-based investigation, 
inspections of self-regulatory organizations (SRO), investigation on leakage of sensitive trading information etc. 

During FY-2018, the department conducted thematic investigation over identification of original beneficial 
investors, which successfully resulted identification of cases, wherein, third persons were identified to have 
been conducting the trading. It has also conducted thematic reviews over very important area, i.e. anti-money 
laundering (AML)/counter financing terrorism (CFT) of large number of brokerage houses, such exercise brought 
number of risky areas, which needed improvement, thereby leading to full compliance.  The MSCD also conducted 
and concluded over leakage of sensitive trading information, which managed to identify the sensitive avenues 
that could become source of leakage. The identified areas, were forthwith rectified under the supervision of an 
SECP appointed team. As a matter of routine, the MSCD conducted inspection of various brokerage houses, a 
credit rating company and of SROs.

Joint inspection regime
In order to have deterrence on the regulated persons, follow-up inspections were introduced to ensure that 
brokers, once inspected either by the SECP or under joint inspection regime, ensure compliance with applicable 
regulatory framework.

Future outlook
 • Strengthening of surveillance function at SROs
 • Onsite inspection of other licensed activities such as RTA/TA, credit rating companies is planned 
 • Compliance review of Pakistan Stock Exchange Limited
 • Compliance review of National Clearing Company of Pakistan Limited 
 • Compliance review of other SROs
 • Thematic reviews of TREC holders
 • Follow-up inspections of TREC holders on a regular basis
 • Standardization of back office records of securities brokers 
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Non-banking financial companies (NBFCs)
Offsite examination and enforcement 
The SECP examines financial health and assesses regulatory compliance level of non-bank financial companies 
(NBFCs), notified entities (NEs) and modarabas on the basis of published information and data received 
electronically through Specialized Companies Returns System (SCRS) on a monthly basis.

Offsite examination of all asset management companies, mutual funds, pension funds, investment advisory 
portfolios, and deposit/non-deposit taking lending institutions (i.e leasing companies, investment banks, non-
bank microfinance companies, and modaraba) is conducted on a semi-annual basis. The findings are taken up 
with respective entities primarily through compliance and warnings letters. Statistics of offsite examinations 
conducted during the last two years are as follows:

Category of entity Total number of offsite reviews

2016-17 2017-18

Asset management companies 40 38

Investment advisors 4 4

REIT management companies 3 4

Private equity - 1

Investment banks 16 16

Non-bank microfinance companies - 40

Leasing companies 16 14

Modarabas 50 54

Total 129 171

During the period, independent reviews and analysis on the offsite reports and onsite inspection reports were 
carried out and actions were taken against non-compliant NBFCs and modarabas as per the following details: 

 • An order was issued under Section 282J(1) read with Section 282M(1) and Section 282D of the Companies 
Ordinance, 1984, against an AMC and its CEO for not complying in a timely manner with one of the conditions 
laid down in the merger order issued by the SECP. Through the said order, the AMC and its CEO was advised 
strictly to ensure compliance with regulatory framework in the future.

 • One direction and 12 warning letters were issued to different NBFCs and modarabas on various violations of 
regulatory framework. 

 • A show cause notice of winding up was issued to a modaraba as its accumulated losses had exceeded 50% of 
its certificate capital. A hearing was conducted, but as of June 30, 2018, no order had been issued. 

 • A show cause notice was issued to an investment bank due to its failure to meet the minimum equity 
requirement. Hearing was conducted. As per the order issued, the bank was allowed time up to July 31, 2018, 
to comply with the equity requirement, otherwise necessary action will be initiated against it. 

 • A leasing company was issued a show cause due to its failure to meet the minimum equity requirement. 
Hearing was conducted. As per the order issued, the company was told to comply with the equity requirement 
by July 31, 2018, otherwise necessary action would be initiated against it. 

 • A show cause notice was issued to another investment bank due to its failure to meet the minimum equity 
requirement. A hearing was conducted, but as of June 30, 2018, no order had been issued. 

 • Another modaraba was issused a show cause notice for its failure to submit periodic financial statements 
to registrar modaraba, circulate the financial statements to its certificate holders and submit monthly 
online returns. Order in the matter was issued and a penalty of Rs100,000 was imposed on the modaraba 
management company and each of the three directors. 
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 • Review of investment decision making processes implemented at AMCs in relation to Regulation 37 (3) (b), 
(d), (j) & (k) of NBFC and NE Regulations, 2008, was carried out. In case, where deficiencies were observed, 
respective companies were advised to improve their investment decision making processes in line with the 
provisions of regulations.   

 • The performance of pension funds was assessed in light of Rule No 40 of VPS Rules, 2005, and the matter 
of underperformances was taken up with the respective AMCs through compliance letters in which certain 
companies were advised to improve performance of their pension schemes.

 • Matters highlighted by trustees of mutual funds were also taken up with the respective AMCs for necessary 
compliance. 

 • Data reported by NBFCs in compliance with the SECP Circular 9 of 2017, was reviewed and documentation 
pertaining to KYC/CDD was checked by the AML Wing of Supervision and Enforcement Department of SECP’s 
Specialised Companies Division, to ascertain compliance with Circular No 12 of 2009 concerning AML/CFT.

Statistics pertaining to various types of enforcement actions taken during the last two years are given below:

Enforcement actions 2016-17 2017-18

Compliance letters 299 377

Warnings/directions 37 13

Show cause notices 12 5

Orders 12 4

Total 360 399

Onsite inspection 
Onsite inspection of NBFCs, notified entities and modarabas is an essential component for the efficient and 
effective supervision of the NBFC and modaraba sector. The selection of entities is based on the risk assessment 
criteria of the onsite inspection wing and recommendations made by other wings/departments.

During FY-18, inspection of 13 entities was carried out as compared to inspection of eight entities conducted in 
FY-17. Inspection of five AMCs (which include 40 mutual funds/plans and six pension funds), five modarabas, 
two leasing companies and one investment bank were carried out.  Additionally, two separate specific-scope 
enquiries pertaining to certain modarabas and AMCs were also carried out. While during FY-17, one thematic 
exercise was conducted in order to assess compliance with the SECP’s Circular No 23 of 2013 and Circular No 26 
of 2015.

Future plan
 • Hundred percent offsite review of NBFCs, modarabas and non-bank microfinance companies on a semi-

annual basis
 • Inspections of eight AMCs have been planned for 2018-19 having 113 mutual funds and 10 pension funds 

covering almost 47% of the AMC/IA sector and 40% of the NBFC and the modaraba sector
 • Holding awareness sessions for NBFCs and modarabas about new AML/CFT regulations in coordination with 

AML Department
 • Thematic inspection of NBFCs based on risk-based approach subsequent to promulgation of new AML/CFT 

Regulations 2018 promulgated in June 2018
 • Offsite surveillance and monitoring with regard to AML/CFT regime based on the data received in compliance 

with Circular No 9 of 2017
 • Assessing the compliance of AMCs with respect to Employee Trading Policy (Regulation 38B)
 • Minimizing cash handling in NBMFCs through transition to technology-based modes for disbursement and 

recovery of microcredit loans
 • Holding meeting with the auditors of high-risk entities as per SRO 615/2016.
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Corporate sector 
Offsite surveillance, inspections/investigations and adjudication
During the year, 79 annual audited financial statements of non-listed and private companies and companies 
registered under Sections 42 and 43 of the Act were examined. Where required, explanations were sought to 
check compliance with various provisions of the Act and the administered laws and proceedings were initiated in 
cases where violations were identified. 

A summary of actions taken against the companies and their statutory auditors on account of various defaults:

Particulars 2017-18

Show cause proceedings initiated 79

Cases concluded through orders 12

Warnings issued after account’s examinations 23

Dissolution of companies 
The SECP disposed of 4,443 cases of dissolution of companies. Of these, 11 companies wound up voluntarily, and 
4,432 companies were struck off the register under Section 425 of the Act. 

Investigation into affairs of companies
Processed three applications during FY-18 under Section 257 of the Companies Act, 2017, for investigation into 
the affairs of the companies.

Inspection of books of accounts
During the year, inspections under Section 221 of the Companies Act, 2017, of books of accounts of six companies 
were completed. 

Adjudication of cases under the Act
The registrar of companies and the CROs initiated adjudication proceedings in 5,128 cases, pertaining to violations 
of various provisions of the Act. 

Amalgamation and reconstruction of companies under the Act
During the year, 22 applications for amalgamation and reconstruction were received out of which seven were 
approved by the courts. 

Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013 
The enforcement activities undertaken during the year include letters, emails and reminders to all companies to 
file statement of compliance. Moreover, demand notices were issued to 130 companies. Show cause proceedings 
were initiated against 78 companies.

Listed companies – other than specialized and insurance companies
Offsite surveillance, inspections/investigations and adjudication
The Corporate Supervision Department (CSD) of the SECP is responsible for active surveillance and monitoring 
of listed companies and their associated undertakings with respect to their compliance with applicable legal 
regulatory framework in order to safeguard interest of minority shareholders and other stakeholders. 

During the year, 569 annual audited financial statements of listed, non-listed, private companies and companies 
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registered under Section 42 of the Act were examined. Where warranted, explanations were sought to check 
compliance with various provisions of the Act and administered laws and proceedings were initiated in cases 
of identified violations. The summary given below reflects the stringent regulatory oversight, actions and 
expeditious disposal of proceedings by the department:

Regulatory actions taken during the last three years

Particulars 2016 2017 2018**

Examination of accounts 851 986 568

Warnings against examination issued 308 132 78

Show cause proceedings initiated  276 488 161

Cases concluded through orders and warnings 370* 430 182

*Case referral of criminal proceeding being internal referral to PLAD for prosecution and not the final outcome excluded from reporting. Figure 
for 2016 restated to 370 from 376. 
** The CSD increased focus on supervision of listed companies and unlisted companies, which are not associated or subsidiaries of listed 
companies, have been excluded from the focus.

The breakdown of the regulatory actions taken against the companies, their directors and auditors under various 
provisions of the Act over the preceding three years is given here:

Break-up of regulatory actions taken during the last three years

Particulars 2016 2017 2018

Inter-corporate financing 4 5 7

Powers of directors 7 6 4

Making false/incorrect statements 26 17 13

Actions against auditors 34 12 3

Non-preparation and submission of consolidated financial statements 4 2 5

Irregularities in provident fund 16 24 10

Irregularities in utilization of security deposits 3 2 -

Authentication of balance sheet 7 1 -

Non/late holding of annual general meeting 42 37 10

Meetings of board of directors and disclosure of interest 4 2 9

Enforcing compliance with the provisions of the ordinance 35 87 28

Circulation of quarterly accounts 107 93 31

Late filing of cost audit report and non-submission of applications by companies for 
appointment of cost auditors 3 6 4

Application for revision and review of orders 7 3 8

Securities Act orders 60 - -

Others (winding up orders, inspection and investigation orders, non-maintenance of website 
etc.) 11 133 50

Total orders 370 430 182

Inspection/investigations 
In order to strengthen surveillance and monitoring of corporate sector, department conducted a number of 
inspections and investigations of listed companies during the year and identified various instances of non-
compliance with applicable laws and regulations. Some grave violations that were identified included syphoning 
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of assets by directors, lease of entire undertaking/factory to private companies of directors without seeking 
shareholders’ approval, depriving shareholders of reasonable return, sale of significant assets without approval 
from shareholders, misappropriation of assets of company, takeover of listed company without compliance with 
the provisions of the Securities Act, 2015, misstatement in financial statements, non-maintenance of proper 
books of accounts and various other grave violations. 

Data relating to inspections/investigations conducted during the last three years is given below:

Inspections/investigations conducted during the last three years

Particulars 2016 2017 2018

Inspections 3 6 9

Investigations 3 5 2

Moreover, in terms of section 41B of the SECP Act, the CSD referred two cases involving alleged syphoning off 
assets/alleged corrupt practices to the National Accountability Bureau (NAB) for investigation.

Insurance sector 
Enforcement actions play an important role of deterrence against violations in achieving the objective that the 
regulated entities are fully compliant with the applicable provisions of the laws. During the FY-2018, the Insurance 
Division initiated 93 regulatory proceedings against the insurers, insurance brokers and insurance surveyors in 
accordance with the due process of the law. Sixty-three proceedings were disposed of in which an aggregate 
penalty of Rs5.55 million was imposed in cases of established violations of the relevant provisions of the law.

Nature of actions/correspondence Numbers

Show cause notices 93

Orders 63

Penalties imposed Rs5.55 million

Offsite surveillance function 
The SECP having cognizance of an effective offsite surveillance and monitoring function has a dedicated wing 
entrusted with task of offsite surveillance and supervision of the insurance sector. The offsite surveillance wing 
monitors and examines all the returns filed with the SECP under the applicable regulatory framework. Annual 
accounts and other returns of all the insurance companies and insurance brokers are examined and offsite reports 
are prepared. Non-compliances wherever observed are transmitted through the adjudication recommendation 
note (ARN) to the adjudication team for adjudication of offences against the entities found non-compliant with 
the provisions of law. A summary of activities of offsite wing undertaken during the year is presented below:

Nature of actions/correspondence Numbers

Offsite reports completed 60

Adjudication recommendation notes (ARNs) 77 

Warning/advice letters 45
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Onsite inspections
Thematic review of bancassurance business 
The SECP had initiated a thematic review of bancassurance business of insurers in order to check compliance of 
conduct of business with applicable regulatory provisions by the insurers undertaking bancassurance business. 
Through the review of the information provided by the life insurers and takaful operators, certain instances of 
non-compliance with the applicable regulatory framework were observed, for which, appropriate regulatory 
actions were initiated. A summary of regulatory actions taken as a result of thematic review of bancassurance 
business of eight life insurers is as follows:

Nature of action Numbers

Adjudication recommendation notes (ARNs) 19

Warning/advice letters 05 

Examination of financial condition report of life insurers
During the year, the SECP conducted examination of financial condition report of the life insurers required to be 
submitted under Section 50 of the Insurance Ordinance, 2000. Through the examination of FCRs, certain non-
compliances of applicable regulatory provisions were observed, as a result of which, four warning/advice letters 
were issued. 
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International relations
International Organization of Securities Commissions (IOSCO)
The SECP is an active member of the IOSCO, which is the leading international policy forum for securities 
regulators and is recognized as the global standard setter for securities’ regulation. The organization’s members 
regulates more than 95% of the world’s securities’ markets in more than 115 jurisdictions.

The SECP is a member of the IOSCO governing body, re-elected to the Board for a fourth consecutive term 
from the Asia Pacific region. The SECP is also active on various IOSCO forums, including Assessment Committee, 
Growth and Emerging Markets (GEM) Committee, Asia Pacific Regional Committee (APRC) and Policy Committee 
3 on regulation of market intermediaries. Furthermore, the SECP is a full signatory to the IOSCO multilateral 
memorandum of understanding (MMOU) which is an international benchmark for cross-border cooperation and 
a tool for securities’ regulators for combating the cross-border fraud and misconduct that can weaken global 
markets and undermine investor confidence. 

IOSCO’s Assessment Committee review of Pakistan
The IOSCO Principles provide an international benchmark for securities regulation practices against which 
progress of member jurisdictions towards effective regulation is measured. The IOSCO’s Assessment Committee 
(AC) undertook a comprehensive Pakistan country review to assess the implementation of the IOSCO Principles. 
The final review was published after approval of IOSCO Board in July 2015. The review acknowledged progress 
achieved by the SECP since its last FSAP in 2004. It also gave valuable recommendations to further improve 
Pakistan’s rating against international benchmarks.

Subsequently, the SECP took vigorous measures to address these recommendations through a comprehensive 
time-bound action plan. The progress achieved in the implementation of review recommendations was submitted 
to IOSCO through progress reports, first in December 2015 and then in July 2016. Considering that a follow-up 
review is significant to achieve the objective of implementation and progress on IOSCO review recommendations, 
the SECP urged IOSCO’s AC for a follow-up review. The AC undertook Pakistan’s follow-up review in 2017, making 
the SECP the first jurisdiction to undergo it.

In the context of follow-up country review of Pakistan, the SECP submitted a consolidated progress report to 
IOSCO’s AC in June 2017, reflecting the actions taken to address the IOSCO’s review recommendations. The AC 
follow-up review of Pakistan started in June 2017. Acknowledging substantial efforts made by SECP to ensure 
compliance with the IOSCO Principles, the IOSCO Review Team (RT) enhanced the SECP’s compliance rating 
against IOSCO Principles to 83% from 62% in 2015 review. The Country follow-up review report for Pakistan was 
published by IOSCO in March 2018.

IOSCO Standards Implementation Monitoring (ISIM) Program 
The SECP is a member of the Review Team (RT) of the IOSCO ISIM program on secondary and other market 
principles. The scope of this first program is to monitor the implementation of the principles for secondary and 
other market principles. 

The ISIM exercise will allow IOSCO to present a global overview of implementation of the principles by members 
and gather useful feedback on the subject. In contrast to country reviews, the ISIM exercise aims to be less 
resource intensive and cover a larger population of member countries. A total of 40 jurisdictions participated in 
ISIM program. The SECP completed assessment of five jurisdictions under the program and submitted its review 
report to the IOSCO’s AC. The review report is being finalized for publication by IOSCO.
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International Association of Insurance Supervisors (IAIS)
In 1994, the insurance supervisors from across the world established the International Association of Insurance 
Supervisors (IAIS) as the international standard setter in the field of insurance regulation. It was also aimed 
at promoting effective international cooperation for information sharing among members for strengthening 
insurance supervisory regimes. 

The SECP is a member of the association that now represents insurance supervisors from more than 200 
jurisdictions, constituting 97% of the world’s total insurance premiums. The SECP is closely working with the 
IAIS on its application to the IAIS MMOU. The IAIS MMOU is a global framework for cooperation and information 
exchange between insurance supervisors. 

IAIS Core Principles (ICP)
The IAIS has adopted a comprehensive set of IAIS Core Principles (ICP) as the international regulatory 
benchmarks and best practices for the regulation and supervision of the insurance industry, to be implemented 
in all member jurisdictions. The World Bank in 2014 assessed Pakistan’s implementation of ICPs and made 
various recommendations to enhance Pakistan’s compliance with ICPs. To implement these recommendations, 
significant amendments have been made to the insurance legal framework. Necessary changes have already 
been implemented within the SECP’s supervisory framework to align our regulatory framework with the 
international standards. 

IAIS MMOU
In 2007, IAIS adopted a multilateral memorandum of understanding (IAIS MMOU) as an international benchmark 
for co-operation and information sharing among IAIS members. IAIS encourages global adoption of its MMOU 
considering that closer cooperation and information exchange among insurance supervisors is an extremely 
important aspect for strengthening insurance supervisory regimes. Considering that accession to IOSCO MMOU is 
important for the credibility of Pakistan’s insurance markets, the SECP submitted its application to IAIS Secretariat 
seeking MMOU signatory status. As of June 30, 2018, the application was under validation by IAIS. 

Multilateral matters
World Bank assessment under ROSC Program
The World Bank was invited to conduct a country assessment of accounting and auditing (A&A) under the Report 
on Observance of Standards and Codes (ROSC) program based on the SECP’s self-assessment of ROSC (A&A). It 
may be noted that most of the gaps in implementation from 2005 ROSC (A&A) and 2016 ROSC (A&A) have already 
been addressed through appropriate provisions incorporated in the Companies Act, 2017. The implementation 
of the remaining recommendations is in progress. The World Bank published the ROSC (A&A) report of SECP in 
September 2017, which had been finalized in consultation with the SECP.    

ROSC Corporate Governance self-assessment
A self-assessment of ROSC Corporate governance was carried out by the SECP during the year and the gaps 
identified have been addressed through appropriate provisions in the Companies Act, 2017, and amendments to 
the legal framework as well as systems and procedures. ROSC Corporate Governance self-assessment was shared 
with the World Bank for its review. The World Bank review team visited Pakistan in April-May 2017. Subsequently, 
the draft report was shared with SECP and feedback thereupon have been provided to the World Bank team. As 
of June 30, 2018, the bank was in the process of finalizing the Pakistan ROSC Corporate Governance assessment. 

A self-assessment of ROSC Securities Settlement System was also completed by the SECP during the year and 
shared with the World Bank.
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Implementation of OECD – Automatic Exchange of Information 
Pakistan is a signatory to the OECD Multilateral Convention on Mutual Administrative Assistance in Tax Matters, 
to combat tax evasion through automatic exchange information on residents’ assets and incomes. The SECP is an 
active member of the pilot project team established by the Finance Minister to implement the convention within 
its regulated financial sector. The Common Reporting Standard Rules under the Income Tax Ordinance, 2001 in 
line with the OECD Standards were prepared and notified vide SRO No. 166(I), 2017, dated March 15, 2017, after 
extensive stakeholders consultation to set out the reporting requirements and due diligence procedures for the 
financial institutions. The SECP arranged various awareness sessions for the industry to create understanding of 
the industry on their reporting obligation under the rules.  

UN Convention against Corruption - Country Review of Pakistan
The SECP contributed in the country review of Pakistan on implementation of the United Nations Convention 
against Corruption (UNCAC) undertaken by the international assessors in collaboration with the National 
Accountability Bureau (NAB). The SECP addressed the gaps identified by the assessors in the legal framework 
through improvements to the legal framework relating to chapters 3 and 4 of the convention concerning 
criminalization and law enforcement and international cooperation. The SECP is in the process of providing its 
input to NAB to conduct self-assessments under chapters 2 and 5 of the convention relating to preventive 
measures and asset recovery. 

Future outlook
 • Keeping in view the importance of being an active member of international bodies recognized as global 

standard setter for regulators, the SECP will submit its application to become a signatory to IOSCO’s enhanced 
multilateral memorandum of understanding (EMMOU), which will ensure greater information sharing and 
cooperation among IOSCO members. 

 • In FY-2019, SECP will also endeavor to complete validation process for SECP’s accession to the IAIS MMOU. 
 • The SECP will also strive to develop and implement a structured strategy for the international finance 

institutions (IFIs) to get maximum assistance in the SECP’s reform agenda for its regulated sectors.
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Investor education
Through its flagship investor education program ‘JamaPunji’, the SECP has been interacting with audiences so 
that capital market, insurance and non-banking financial sectors become preferred avenues for the public to 
make considered financial investments. The emphasis during these sessions remains on awareness so that the 
public could be saved from financial frauds and scams.

During FY-2018, the Investor Education Department signed 16 additional MOUs with private and public sector 
colleges and universities across the country. These included MOUs with International Islamic University Islamabad, 
IBA-CEIF Karachi, Greenwich University Karachi, Dadabhoy Institute of Higher Education Karachi, University of 
the Punjab Lahore, Government College University Lahore, Beaconhouse National University Lahore, CECOS 
University of IT and Emerging Sciences, Shaheed Zulfikar Ali Bhutto Institute of Science and Technology Lahore, 
and the University of Agriculture Peshawar.   

With a firm belief in women education and empowerment, the SECP focused particularly on making relevant 
alliances in the academic circuit and successfully signed additional MOUs with Jinnah University for Women, 
Karachi, Kinnaird College for Women, Lahore, GC Women University, Sialkot, and Women University, Swabi. 

The SECP also signed MOUs with a leading think tank, the Pakistan-China Institute, and with the National 
Incubation Centre in Peshawar, which was inaugurated by Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi on January 13, 
2018.

In accordance with the MOUs, the SECP successfully conducted 92 interactive awareness seminars in multiple 
cities, including Islamabad, Lahore, Karachi, Peshawar and Taxila. The events included classroom awareness 
sessions, mentoring for women entrepreneurs and start-ups, incentives-based stock trading competitions 
between groups of university students and world investor week celebrations etc. 

In addition, audiences and investors were regularly engaged through a vigorous investor education digital 
outreach program.  The online ‘Jamapunji’ portal’s public interface was given a complete facelift and its media 
and interactive segments were enhanced for a better visitor experience.  In particular, the 8181 SMS service was 
used more efficiently to send more meaningful, educational and regular public awareness messages to equip 
the public with relevant information for better personal financial planning and prevention from financial scams 
and frauds. The SECP’s social media platforms such as Twitter and Facebook were also improved in terms of 
visual and intellectual content and information sharing for optimal investor awareness impact.

Key achievements
 • 18,850 registered users with JamaPunji portal (www.jamapunji.pk)
 • 30,100 likes on Facebook and 2,300 followers on Twitter
 • 1,800 people subscribed to 8181 SMS service 
 • 2,100,000 total visits to JamaPunji portal since its inception 
 • Established collaborative partnerships to promote investor education by signing MOUs with 16 more 

institutions:

i. CECOS University of Information Technology and Emerging Sciences, Peshawar
ii. Government College Women University, Sialkot
iii. Shaheed Zulfikar Ali Bhutto Institute of Science and Technology, Karachi
iv. The University of Agriculture, Peshawar
v. University of the Punjab, Lahore
vi. Women University, Swabi
vii. National Incubation Centre, Peshawar
viii. Jinnah University for Women, Karachi
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ix. IBA-CEIF, Karachi
x. Greenwich University, Karachi
xi. Dadabhoy Institute of Higher Education, Karachi
xii. International Islamic University, Islamabad
xiii. Pakistan-China Institute 
xiv. Kinnaird College for Women, Lahore
xv. Government College University, Lahore
xvi. Beaconhouse National University, Lahore

 • Conducted more than 92 seminars/sessions in collaboration with universities, corporate bodies, professional 
accounting bodies, start-ups, ORICs etc.

 • Participated in Preston Entrepreneurial Challenge PEC’18 at national level
 • Organized a mock trading competition at university level with cash prizes incentives
 • Investor education material has been developed and disseminated for public awareness through Central 

Depository Company (CDC), Pakistan Stock Exchange Limited (PSX) and Mutual Fund Association of Pakistan 
(MUFAP) and various insurance companies

 • Investor awareness sessions were conducted for the employees of Pakistan Oilfields Limited (POL), Pakistan 
Television (PTV), Civil Aviation Authority (CAA), National Incubation Centre (NIC), Management Development 
Institute, Pakistan (MDI), Hashoo Group and a few more organizations

 • Participated in corporate networking events organized by the Association of Chartered Certified Accountants 
(ACCA) in Lahore, Karachi and Islamabad, WeCreate Islamabad Chapter, TIE -Islamabad chapter and Chamber 
of Commerce

 • Conducted a master trainer program in collaboration with HEC and also led various sessions with ORICs
 • Participated in “All Pakistan Women Chambers President’s Summit” organized by the Rawalpindi Chamber 

of Commerce
 • Participated in Pakistan Summit organized by the Corporate Pakistan Group & Nutshell

Future outlook
 • Developing a revised investor education plan/strategy
 • Collaborate with SROs to conduct an industry wide survey to evaluate investor confidence and gaps in 

investor awareness strategy.  
 • Expanding JP from existing segments to 

i. Armed forces
ii. Government institutions  
iii. General public/train the trainer

 • Engaging resource persons for conducting seminars and carrying out research and surveys with PSX, CDC , 
MUFAP, NCCPL and other market experts

 • Investor education measures relating to CES, e-Application and e-dividend.
 • Using CIIT virtual facilities for awareness sessions
 • Expanding Faculty Development Programs for universities
 • Conducting more stock trading competitions through JamaPunji Web Portal. 
 • Organizing various IE activities including sessions, webinars, student visits, panel discussions etc. in 

collaboration with ACCA
 • Collaborating with provincial educational departments for inclusion of savings and investments course at 

secondary and higher secondary levels
 • Signing more MOUs with corporate/academic institutions 
 • Developing and disseminating investor education material in the form of guide booklets and flyers
 • Capacity building of the faculty members of various universities as resource persons to conduct JamaPunji 

seminars 
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 • Expanding the outreach of Investor Education Plan with universities of KPK, Sindh, Balochistan and Punjab 
by holding maximum educational seminars 

 • Radio programs from educational channels managed by various universities and through FM/Radio Pakistan
 • Holding of orientation sessions to promote entrepreneurship among the students in collaboration with the 

HEC 
 • Developing curriculum in collaboration with Higher Education Commission (HEC) for management science 

programs.
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Grievance resolution 
On June 2, 2017, the SECP launched its web-based centralized Service Desk Management System (SDMS), a 
public platform for filing of queries and complaints with SECP with convenience.  After the successful launch of 
the SDMS, this year SECP further leveraged technology to deliver a mobile application of the SDMS in the palm 
of the public, further ensuring prompt action and regular updates on their complaints. As a result, the SECP 
successfully handled more than 4,624 complaints. In addition, the SDMS team entertained 22,455 queries using 
each contact to facilitate financial awareness while regularly sharing requisite statistics with the Federal 
Ombudsman for their record. 

The digitalization of the grievance system ensures: 

Better information security 
The App requires a mobile phone PIN verification 
without which lodging a query or complaint is 
not possible.  Moreover, the registration of the 
user is synchronized with the individual’s email ID 
and unique mobile number. This ensures that an 
individual with a trackable real identity is lodging a 
concern with the SECP and it is not frivolous. 

Regular SMS and e-mail 
notifications 

In the case of any lodged query/complaint, the 
app not only auto generates prompts via email 
and SMS to the concerned regarding any new 
action taken by the relevant handling department 
of the SECP but also sends pop-ups through the 
mobile app itself.

Quick and easy tracking 
The interface of the mobile application is easy to navigate through and to use. The app enables users to keep 
respond readily available by using his/her individual mobile phone without having to log into the SDMS using a 
desktop or laptop computer system thus providing functionality and convenience on the go.  

Instant and hassle-free communication
The app enables regular and reliable status tracking and has many valuable features. Additionally, the app allows 
the user to directly attach and upload required supporting evidences in specified formats.

Highlights
Complaints

During FY 2017-18, the SECP received 4,624 complaints. In comparison, it is three times more than the complaints 
received during the previous year owing to the effective ‘JamaPunji’ awareness outreach in particular about the 
web-based SDMS interface resulting in increased use of the online channel. 

Thirty-two percent of all complaints were received through e-mail, 16% by post and 2% were received through 
calls. The remaining 50% were lodged through the online system as compared to the 10% lodged through web 
in the previous fiscal year.  
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Out of the total 4,624 complaints 82% were handled by SECP’s operational departments, whereas 18% were 
managed by the support service departments.

The Service Desk Guidelines, 2017, allow assigning complaints to any of the following statuses during the handling 
process and upon concluding action on them:

1. In process 
2. Closed 
3. Resolved 
4. Third party referred 
5. Sub judice

Sources of complaints

2017-2018
2016-2017

By email By post Through
call

Web

970 784

2446

7

38

6891451

2017-20182016-2017

Service Desk: 1.9%

IS&T: 15.5%

Supervision of Listed
Companies: 20.7%

Finance: 0.7%

CRO Islamabad & Gilgit: 2.5%

CRO Lahore: 2.3%

CRO Karachi: 3.8%

CRO Faisalabad: 0.3%

CRO Peshawar: 0.3%

CRO Multan: 0.4%

Capital Markets: 7.1%

Insurance: 19.6%

e-Services: 12.2%

Company Registration/Compliance: 9.7%

AMC/Mutual Funds/Modarabah/Leasing/
Investment Banking/REIT: 2.8%
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Most common nature of complaints received during the year related to issues of:  

 •  eServices and technical nature
 •  Settlement of claims against non-active brokers in the case of capital markets
 •  Refund of premium/policy cancellation, bancassurance, and claims in the case of insurance
 •  AMCs, mutual funds and RIETS in case of SCD
 •  Transfer of shares, dispatch of shares, signature verifications etc. in case of CSD 

Queries 
A total number of 22, 455 queries were handled in FY 2017-2018, out of which approximately 14,000 were 
received through telephone calls. In case of queries, it can either be assigned the status “In Process” or “Closed”. 

With the implementation of the web-based SDMS and the SDMS mobile App, SECP will have a better capability 
to add more value and allow improvements to internal operations in the future.  

Complaint handling status
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Anti-money laundering 
In line with the government’s agenda of combating money laundering and terror financing, the SECP has taken 
effective measures to address any potential of money laundering and terror financing within the capital markets, 
insurance, the NBFCs and the non-profit corporate sector. During the year, gaps in the implementation of 
FATF recommendations were addressed prior to APG Mutual Evaluation. In the wake of the FATF’s grey listing, 
implementation of FATF’s action plan was strategized by collaborating with various national stakeholders to 
demonstrate the effectiveness of the framework and systems as required under international obligations.

As a member of the Asia Pacific Group, it was mandatory for Pakistan to adopt AML/CFT regulatory framework in 
compliance with FATF recommendations. Following the gap analysis review of the existing AML/CFT framework 
with the FATF’s standards, the SECP notified Anti-Money Laundering/Counter Financing of Terrorism Regulations, 
2018 vide notification S.RO. 770 (I)/2018 dated June 13, 2018, for the SECP regulated financial institutions namely 
securities brokers, commodities brokers, insurance companies, non-banking finance companies and modarabas. 
A single set of regulations for all the aforementioned financial institutions harmonize the AML/CFT regime. 

The Anti-Money Laundering Department consolidates the efforts of the operational departments by providing 
them necessary assistance and support to enhance the compliance level and aims to raise awareness among 
regulated entities on their obligations under the AML/CFT regime.

Regulatees’ statistics

Regulated entities Number of entities

Securities brokers 236

Commodities brokers 137

Non-banking finance companies (NBFCs) 67

Modarabas 30

Insurance companies 50

Non-profit organizations (NPOs) 553

Future outlook
Following the promulgation of the SECP AML/CFT Regulations, 2018, transition to risk-based program remains 
a challenging task. In order to provide guidance to the regulated entities Guidelines to the SECP AML/CFT 
Regulations, 2018, will be issued in addition to developing the risk-based approach for the SECP’s supervisory 
regime and enforcement action policy against non-compliant financial institutions.

In conjunction with the financial institutions, monitoring framework for associations with charitable and non-
profit objects licensed under Section 42 of the Companies Act, 2017, will be developed and efforts will be made 
to enhanced the effectiveness of implementation of UN Security Council resolutions.

The SECP works in close collaboration with national stakeholders’ such as FMU, SBP and international assessors 
for APG/IMF/World Bank mutual peer review and evaluation of SECP’s regulated financial sector. 
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Securities and Exchange Policy Board
As of October 30, 2018, the Policy Board consisted of the following individuals:

Ex officio members

Private sector members

Mr. Arif Ahmed Khan
Finance Secretary

Chairman, Securities and
Exchange Policy Board

Tahir Mahmood
Acting Chairman,  Securities and 

Exchange Commission of Pakistan

Mohammad Younus Dagha
Secretary,

Commerce Division

Jameel Ahmad
Deputy Governor

State Bank of Pakistan

Justice (ret) Abdul Shakoor Paracha
Secretary, Law

Ebrahim Sidat Javed Aslam Callea
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The Securities and Exchange Commission of Pakistan Act, 1997, provides that the federal government shall 
appoint a Securities and Exchange Policy Board consisting of eleven members, of which five shall be from the 
public sector and six from the private sector. The ex-officio members are federal secretaries for finance, law, 
commerce, the SECP chairman, and a deputy governor of the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP), nominated by the SBP 
governor. The federal government appoints the finance secretary as the board Chairman. 

Mr. Arif Ahmed Khan has been the board chairman since January 10, 2018. Prior to him, Mr. Tariq Bajwa served 
as the board chairman from February 3, 2017, to June 17, 2017. Mr. Osman Saifullah Khan and Hafiz Mohammad 
Yousaf ceased to be members from private sector on Policy Board on completion of their four-year terms on 
September 3, 2017. The federal government re-appointed them as members from the private sector on Policy 
Board on November 21, 2017. However, Mr. Osman Saifullah Khan resigned on December 20, 2017, and Hafiz 
Mohammad Yousaf on February 26, 2018. Mr. Kamal Hassan Siddiqui ceased to be a member from private sector 
on serving out his four-year term on December 25, 2017.

The details of Policy Board meetings held during the financial year 2017-18 are as under:

S. No. Names of members Number of meetings held
Number of 
meetings 
attended

1. Secretary, Finance Division/Board Chairman 4 4

2. Chairman, SECP 4 4

3. Secretary, Law and Justice Division 4 3

4. Secretary, Commerce Division 4 4

5. Deputy Governor, State Bank of Pakistan 4 2

6. Hafiz Mohammad Yousaf 2 2

7. Mr. Kamal Hassan Siddiqui 2 2

8. Mr. Javed Aslam Callea 4 4

9. Mr. Ebrahim Sidat 4 4

10. Mr. Osman Saifullah Khan 1 1

Board’s objectives 
The board has been entrusted to

i. When so asked to do and after consultation with the SECP, advise the federal government on all matters 
which fall within the SECP’s regulatory ambit 

ii. Consider and approve, with or without modifications, any regulation with respect to implementation of 
the policy decisions, proposed to be made by the SECP

iii. Consider and approve, with or without modifications, the SECP’s budget for each financial year 
iv. Express its opinion in writing on any policy matter referred to it by the federal government or the SECP
v. Oversee the SECP’s performance to the extent that the purposes of the Act are achieved
vi. Exercise all such powers and perform all such functions as are conferred or assigned to it under the Act
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vii. Specify fees, penalties and other charges, chargeable by the SECP to achieve the purposes of the Act

Apart from the above, all policy decisions, including any changes to the previously established policies, in respect 
of all and any matter within the SECP’s jurisdiction shall be made only by the board. The board may make policy 
decisions suo motu or adopt such policy recommendations of the SECP, with or without modifications, as the 
board may deem fit in its discretion.

During the year, four meetings of the board were held wherein 24 agenda items and two other business items 
were taken up and decided appropriately. The board considered various matters, including the following and 
gave approval/direction thereon:

 • The SECP’s Annual Report of the year 2016-17 for submission to the federal government
 • Presentation on overall functioning of the SECP
 • Revision of the pay scale of CPS grade employees of the SECP 
 • Allowing marketing and selling expenses to be charged to mutual funds to increase retail investor base
 • Amendments to the HR Manual
 • Amendments to the Insurance Rules, 2017
 • Credit and Suretyship (Conduct of Business) Rules, 2018
 • Securities and Exchange Commission Anti-Money Laundering and Countering Financing of Terrorism (AML/

CFT) Regulations, 2018 (draft)

Board’s Oversight Committee
In order to assist the Policy Board in overseeing the SECP’s performance to the extent that the purposes of the 
Act are achieved, the Oversight Committee held two meetings wherein certain recommendations were made 
before the Policy Board for its approval. 

The details of Oversight Committee meetings held during the financial year 2017-18 are as under:

S. No. Names of members Number of meetings held
Number of 
meetings 
attended

1. Hafiz Mohammad Yousaf, Chairman 1 1

2. Chairman, SECP 2 2

3. Mr. Kamal Hassan Siddiqui 2 2

4. Raja Naeem Akbar, Legislative Advisor, Law Division 2 2
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The Commission
Mr. Tahir Mahmood
Acting Chairman 
Mr. Tahir Mahmood has been associated with the Securities and 
Exchange Commission of Pakistan/the erstwhile Corporate Law 
Authority since 1989. Prior to his appointment as a Commissioner by 
the federal government in September 2010, he had been serving as 
the Executive Director (Enforcement) since July 2006.

A fellow member of the Institute of Cost and Management Accountants 
of Pakistan (ICMAP) and the Institute of Corporate Secretaries of 
Pakistan (ICSP), he has a degree in law with extensive experience in 
company law administration, takeover laws, corporate restructuring, 

mergers and takeovers, corporate finance, judicial order writing, etc. In his capacity as adjudicating officer and 
member of Appellate Bench – while working as Executive Director/Commissioner – he has issued over 600 
judicial orders. A large number of these orders have been published in the Corporate Law Decisions (CLD), and are 
regularly referred to by the legal community in their corporate law practice. In addition, he is a member of various 
professional forums, including the National Council of the ICMAP, and the South Asian Federation of Accountants 
(SAFA). He assumed the charge of acting Chairman SECP on October 24, 2018.

Mr. Shaukat Hussain
Commissioner
Mr. Shaukat Hussain is a commerce graduate and a fellow member 
of the Institute of Cost and Management Accountants of Pakistan 
(ICMAP). He has a professional experience of over 32 years. Before 
assuming charge as a Commissioner on March 27, 2018, he was 
Executive Director/Registrar of Companies and HOD of Corporatization 
and Compliance Department at the SECP. He joined the SECP as a 
Joint Registrar in September 2000. He has headed the SECP’s offices 
in Karachi, Islamabad and Peshawar. He has also worked as Director, 
Securities Market Division. 

Prior to joining the SECP, he had worked with a professional accountancy firm, a development financial institution 
and listed companies of both public and private sectors. 

Mr. Shauzab Ali
Commissioner 
Mr. Shauzab Ali is a chartered accountant with more than 25 years 
professional experience with focus on public policy and finance, 
development finance, capital markets, corporate and investment 
banking, portfolio management and financial management.

Before joining the SECP as a Commissioner in March 2018, he was with 
the Asian Development Bank, where he was responsible for all the 
public and financial sector activities of the bank in Pakistan. Before 
that he worked with Standard Chartered and Allied Bank in senior 

positions in corporate and investment banking and financial control functions. After qualifying as a chartered 
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accountant, he worked with the NBFC sector for more than five years in senior positions, including CFO of an 
investment bank and the Lahore Stock Exchange.

Mr. Zafar Abdullah
Commissioner
Mr. Zafar Abdullah earned his bachelor’s degree in commerce from the 
University of Karachi. He is a fellow member of the Institute of 
Chartered Accountants of Pakistan. He did his articles at KPMG 
Pakistan, and received extensive training in the areas of assurance and 
audit, financial advisory and corporate advisory. Earlier, he had served 
the SECP as an Executive Director in the Securities Market Division, 
Karachi Stock Exchange as Chief of Operations, Central Depository 
Company as Head of Operations, Dewan Mushtaq Group as Chief 
Compliance Officer/Company Secretary and Crosby Securities Pakistan 

Limited as Chief Executive Officer. He also worked for Faysal Bank Limited as Company Secretary and Head of 
Legal Division. Mr. Zafar Abdullah also served as acting SECP Chairman from July 24, 2017, to May 11, 2018 and 
served out his term as Commissioner on August 16, 2018. 

Mr. Muhammad Zafar-Ul-Haq Hijazi 
Commissioner
Mr. Muhammad Zafar-ul-Haq Hijazi took over as the Chairman of the 
Securities and Exchange Commission of Pakistan on December 19, 
2014. A chartered accountant by profession, he has extensive 
experience spanning over 35 years, both in the private sector and as a 
senior emerging markets regulator of corporate sector and capital 
markets. He has attended many international conferences, seminars 
and courses. From January 1, 1999 to December 31, 2003, Mr. Hijazi had 
served the SECP as Commissioner, Company Law, Administration and 
Enforcement Division. He introduced significant legal and regulatory 
reforms to improve the quality of corporate disclosure, corporate 

restructuring and corporate finance. He has also held senior management positions in various private companies. 
He served out his term as Commissioner on December 17, 2017.

Mr. Akif Saeed
Commissioner
Mr. Akif Saeed remained associated with the SECP from 2004 to 2017. 
In December 2014, the federal government appointed him as a 
Commissioner. At the time, he was heading the Securities Market 
Division and the Investor Education and International Relations 
Departments prior to his completion of term in December 2017. He has 
extensive regulatory, operational and business knowledge of various 
infrastructure entities and intermediaries operating in the capital 
markets. He significantly contributed to various legal and regulatory 
reforms for enhanced corporate governance, transparency, risk 
management and measures for compliance with the IOSCO benchmark 

principles of securities regulation. He led the teams, which developed Securities Act, 2015, the code of corporate 
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governance, investor education web portal and framework for voluntary pension system, private equity and 
venture capital funds, and real estate investment trusts. Prior to joining the SECP, he worked with American 
Express Bank as manager corporate banking for nine years and Packages Limited for three years. He earned his 
master’s in economics from Government College, Lahore, and MBA from the University of Edinburgh. He won the 
Chevening Scholarship and President’s Talent Farming Scholarship in economics. He served out his term as 
Commissioner on December 17, 2017.

Mr. Fida Hussain Samoo
Commissioner
Mr. Fida Hussain Samoo served as a Commissioner at the SECP from 
December 18, 2014 to December 17, 2017. He oversaw the Insurance 
Division. He has over three decades of professional experience 
in insurance and reinsurance industry, making him well placed to 
address the industry’s issues. He did his bachelor’s in law and master’s 
in commerce from Sindh University. He earned his MBA at Indiana 
University of Pennsylvania. In addition, he received various trainings in 
the UK, Thailand, Singapore, Switzerland, Australia, China and Malaysia. 
He had also served on various technical committees, working groups 
and task forces formed by the government of Pakistan and the Pakistan 

Reinsurance Company Limited (PRCL). He started his insurance career with the Pakistan Reinsurance Company 
Limited (PRCL), the then Pakistan Insurance Corporation, as manager and retired in May 2014, as an Executive 
Director. His persistent efforts transformed the financial results of the PRCL from an underwriting loss of Rs102 
million in 1997-2000 to the underwriting profit of Rs509 million in 2012. He served out his term as Commissioner 
on December 17, 2017.

Commission’s Secretariat
Commission’s Secretariat performs the duties and responsibilities of secretarial nature as entrusted to it under 
the Securities and Exchange Commission of Pakistan (Conduct of Business) Regulations, 2000, and the Securities 
and Exchange Policy Board (Conduct of Business) Regulations, 2000, under the supervision of the secretary to 
the Commission.

The details of Commission’s meetings held during the financial year 2017-18 are as under:

S. No. Names of Commissioners Number of meetings held
Number of 
meetings 
attended

1 Mr. Shaukat Hussain, Chairman 14 14

2 Mr. Zafar Abdullah, Commissioner 54 51

3 Mr. Tahir Mahmood, Commissioner 54 50

4 Mr. Shauzab Ali, Commissioner 11 11

5 Mr. M. Zafar-ul-Haq Hijazi, former Chairman 03 03

6 Mr. Akif Saeed, former Commissioner 22 22

7 Mr. Fida Hussain Samoo, former Commissioner 22 21

*As of June 30, 2018
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Conduct of business
During the year, the secretariat convened 49 regular and five emergent meetings of the Commission, wherein 
620 working papers of departments/divisions and 88 other business items were considered and decided 
appropriately. Besides, the Commission also passed five resolutions by circulation and decided urgent matters 
of departments/divisions.  The Commission’s Secretariat on behalf of the Commission, issued 135 statutory 
regulatory orders/notifications and facilitated issuance of 30 circulars. 

Appellate Bench 
Appellate Bench Registry
The Appellate Bench of the SECP is a quasi-judicial forum, which is legally mandated to hear appeals filed against 
the orders passed either by a Commissioner or any other officer authorized by the SECP. The Appellate Bench 
comprises of two Commissioners. The Appellate Bench Registry of the Commission is headed by the Registrar, 
Appellate Bench. Administratively, the registrar reports to the Commissioner, Company Law Division. During the 
year 2017-18, the Appellate Bench disposed of 44 appeals with a single bench available for hearing in first half of 
the year and three more benches available in the second half of the year.

Future outlook 
In order to dispose of pending appeals, the Appellate Bench Registry has planned to fix appeals on a weekly 
basis. The Appellate Bench besides conducting hearings at the head office in Islamabad in order to facilitate 
regulated entities, also conducts hearings through video conferencing from CROs in Lahore and Karachi. The 
backlog of pending appeals is expected to be eased. Between July 2017 and June 2018, the Appellate Benches 
have conducted 68 hearings. The early hearing of appeals has been a demand of the regulated entities. With the 
appointment of additional Commissioners and availability of four Appellate Benches, it is expected that by the 
end of the financial year 2018-19, the backlog of pending appeals shall be cleared.

In collaboration with IS&T Department, the Appellate Bench Registry has put in place a database which provides 
information on the status of pending appeals and appeals disposed of by the Appellate Bench and a database 
where orders passed by the Appellate Bench are scanned and archived.

Internal audit and compliance 
The Internal Audit and Compliance Department (IACD) assists the SECP’s management in controlling its various 
activities. The IACD has an independent status within the SECP and for that purpose it reports functionally to 
the Audit Committee and administratively to the Chairman directly. The department accomplishes its objectives 
by bringing a systematic and disciplined approach to evaluate and improve the effectiveness of the SECP’s 
risk management, control and governance processes and by providing independent appraisal of all the SECP 
activities aimed at adding value and improving operational efficiency.

Audit committee
The Policy Board has the authority to appoint audit committee’s members and chair. The audit committee 
comprises of three members, including two private sector members and one ex officio member of the Securities 
and Exchange Policy Board.  At present, the Committee comprises of Mr. Ebrahim Sidat being chairman of the 
committee, Mr. Javed Aslam Callea and ex officio Secretary, Commerce Division. During the year 2017-18, four 
meetings of the committee were held on August 18, 2017, September 25, 2017, October 31, 2017, and February 1, 
2018.

Audit activities during 2017-18
The IACD carries out its responsibilities by conducting audits based on the approved annual audit plan, which is 
developed using a risk-based methodology. The main activities of the department for the year 2017-18 included 
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performing predominantly risk-based audits, including financial, operational and compliance audits, for the 
areas identified in the annual audit plan.

This year under the approved annual audit plan for the year 2017-18, the IACD performed a total of 23 audits, 
including 13 compliance audits, six financial audits and four IT audits. The IACD also pre-audited 24 cases relating 
to the CAPEX and 89 cases relating to the OPEX. Further, 65 payment vouchers referred to it by the funds section 
covering payments on account of pensions, provident fund, gratuity and leave encashment were also pre-
audited. The observations, as emanating from the scrutiny, were communicated to the respective departments 
for taking appropriate corrective actions.  Remedial corrective actions as suggested by IACD were taken by the 
respective departments.

Reporting to audit committee
All reports of the audits performed under annual audit plan for the FY 2017-18 were presented to the audit 
committee for its consideration in various audit committee meetings held during the year. Where applicable, IACD 
conducted follow-up audits to ensure that management’s remedial actions were implemented appropriately 
and provided updates on the implementation status to the audit committee.
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Senior management

Shahid Nasim
Executive Director/HOD, 
Supervision and Enforcement 
Department, SCD

Musarat Jabeen
Executive Director/HOD,
Policy, Regulation and Development 
Department, SMD
Adjudication Department, SMD

Bushra Aslam
Executive Director/HOD,
Systemic Risk Department, SMD
Information Security Department/
Registrar, Modaraba, SCD

Ali Azeem Ikram
Executive Director/HOD, 
Insurance Division

Muzzafar Ahmed Mirza 
Executive Director/HOD,
Training and Organizational 
Development Department

Bilal Rasul
Secretary to the Commission/Policy Board, 
Executive Director/HOD, 
Registrar, Appellate Bench,
Islamic Finance/Translation Department

Abid Hussain
Executive Director/HOD, Corporate 
Supervision Department, CLD

Muhammad Asif Jalal Bhatti   
Executive Director/HOD, 
Licensing and Regulatory
Approvals Department, SMD

Aamir Khan 
Chief Spokesperson
Executive Director/HOD,
Chairman's Secretariat/Media and 
Corporate Communications Department
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Imran Inayat Butt    
Executive Director/HOD
Policy, Regulation and
Development Department, SCD

Khalida Habib
Executive Director/HOD, Investor 
Education/International Relations 
Department/AML Department

Jawed Hussain
Executive Director/HOD, Corporate 
Compliance Department, CLD

Maheen Fatima
Director/HOD, Internal Audit 
and Compliance Department

Khalid lqbal
Director/HOD,  Human Resource 
Department

Amina Aziz
Director/HOD,  Market Supervision 
and Compliance Department, SMD

Liaqat Ali Dolla
Registrar of Companies, Corporate 
Compliance Department, CLD

Arshad Mahmood
Additional Director/HOD,
Finance Department

Waseem Irshad
Director/HOD, Admin & IS&T
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Statistics

Table 1: Number and types of companies

Types of companies Newly incorporated companies for the 
financial year ending June 30, 2018 Total companies as of June 30, 2018

Companies limited by shares:   

Public listed - 532

Public unlisted 71 2,525

Private 9,134 77,084

SMCs 2,007 5,182

Total companies limited by shares 11,212 85,323

Associations not for profit u/s 42 84 906

Companies limited by guarantee u/s 43 3 75

Trade organizations 11 305

Foreign companies 55 1,001

Limited liability partnership 5 5

Public companies with unlimited liability - 1

Private companies with unlimited liability - 1

Companies u/s 503(2) - 3

Total companies 11,370 87,620

Table 2: Capitalization breakdown as of June 30, 2018

Listed 
companies

Unlisted 
public 

companies

Private 
companies SMCs Total % age

Paid-up capital up to Rs100,000 - 440 30,510 3,586 34,543 40.5

Paid-up capital from Rs100,001 to 
500,000. - 300 12,145 783 13,228 15.5

Paid-up capital from Rs500,001 to 
1,000,000 - 123 9,050 414 9,587 11.2

Paid-up capital from Rs1,000,001 to 
10,000,000 11 353 18,642 316 19,322 22.6
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Paid-up capital from Rs10,000,001 
to 100,000,000 122 651 5,331 78 6,182 7.2

Paid-up capital from Rs100,000,001 
to 500,000,000 178 388 1,102 4 1,672 2.0

Paid-up capital from Rs500,000,001 
to1,000,000,000 73 95 156 1 325 0.4

Paid-up capital from 
Rs1,000,000,001 to above 148 175 148 - 471 0.6

 Table 3: Sector-wise distribution

Sector Newly incorporated companies for the 
financial  year ending June 30, 2018 Total companies as of June 30, 2018

Arts and culture 9 9

Auto and allied 161 1,180

Broadcasting and telecasting 135 1,046

Cables and electric goods 107 939

Carpets and rugs 8 78

Cement 12 123

Chemical 113 1,751

Communications 173 2,921

Construction 1,310 6,026

Corporate agricultural farming 340 2,007

Cosmetics and toiletries 8 8

Education 330 1,824

Engineering 373 2,471

Finance and banking 24 1,168

Food and beverages 401 3,079

Footwear 13 97

Fuel and energy 160 1,856

Ginning 2 335

Glass and ceramics 14 276

Healthcare 172 1,011
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Information technology 1,375 5,724

Insurance 14 282

Jute 1 20

Leather and tanneries 19 396

Lodging 105 628

Marketing and advertisement 40 40

Mining and quarrying 124 810

Paper and board 102 1,387

Pharmaceutical 203 1,941

Power generation 102 1,386

Real estate development 311 2,047

Services 1,632 10,680

Sports goods 19 256

Steel and allied 69 702

Sugar and allied 6 193

Synthetic and rayon 11 225

Textile 186 4,999

Tobacco 10 88

Tourism 571 12,699

Trading 1,688 5,581

Transport 215 1,685

Vanaspati and allied 15 473

Wood and wood products 36 256

Miscellaneous 651 6,917

TOTAL 11,370 87,620
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Table 4: Foreign companies’ data by country/region

Country Newly Incorporated companies FY 
2017-18

Number of companies as of 
June 30, 2018

US 3 154

UK 5 118

France 1 25

Germany 1 30

China 21 145

Japan 0 37

Australia 1 21

Middle East countries 6 80

Far Eastern countries 9 133

Other European countries 4 138

Other Asian countries 0 27

Other countries 4 93

Total 55 1,001
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Province-wise new incorporation during FY 2017 - 18
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Capital markets

Table 5: Privately placed debt securities

Sr. No. Names of securities Number of issues Amount (In billion rupees)

1 Privately placed term finance certificates 07 19.5

2 Privately placed sukuks 08 29.53

3 Privately placed commercial papers 04 4.42

Total 19 53.45

Table 6:  Corporate debt securities outstanding

Sr. No. Names of securities Number of issues Amount  
(In billion rupees)

1 Listed term finance certificates  (L-TFCs) 14 27.597

2 Privately placed TFCs (PP-TFCs) 43 107.612

3 Sukuk (listed and privately placed) 46 628.78

4 Participation term certificates 01 0.358

5 Privately placed commercial paper 03 2.92

Total 107 767.267

Table 7:  Equity:  retail portion

(In million rupees)

Sr. 
No.

Company 
name Sector Subscription 

date

Total 
paid-

up 
capital

Already 
paid-up 
capital

Total 
offered 
capital

Offered 
capital 

through 
retail 

portion

Premium 
per share 
(rupees)

 Offered 
capital 

(including 
premium, 

if any)

Subscription 
received 

(including 
premium)

Times 
subscribed

1
Habib 
Metro 
Modaraba 

Modarabas September 
19-20, 2017 300 210 90 90 Nil 90 169.37 1.88

2
Orient 
Rental 
Modaraba

Modarabas
30-31 

October 
2017

750 350

400 
including 

green 
shoe 

option of 
250

400 
including 

green shoe 
option of 

250

Nil 400 559.7 1.39

3
Matco 
Foods 
Limited

Food and 
personal 

care 
products

January 29-
30, 2018 1,165 874 291.43 72.86 16 189.436 78 0.410
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4

AGP 
Limited 
(offer for 
Sale)

Pharma-
ceuticals

February 15-
16, 2018 2,800 2,800 350 87.5 70 700 784.16 1.12

5 At-Tahur 
Limited

Food and 
Personal 

Care 
Products

July 3-4, 
2018 1,467 1,100 366.67 91.67 11 192.5 337.428 1.75

Total - - 6,482 5,334 1,498 742.03 - 1,572 1,929 -

Table 8:  Equity: book building portion

Sr. 
No.

Name of 
company

Bidding 
date

Total 
paid-

up 
capital 

(in 
million 
rupees)

Already 
paid-up 
capital 

(in 
million 
rupees)

Floor 
price 

(rupees)

Number 
of 

shares 
offered

(in 
million)

Number 
of 

shares 
bid for 

(in 
million)

Strike 
price per 

share 
(rupees)

Premium 
per share 
(rupees)

Offered 
capital 

(at 
strike 

price) (in 
million 
rupees)

Times 
subscribed

1
*Matco 
Foods 
Limited

January 
23-24, 
2018

1,165 874 26 *29.143 30.418 26 16 758 1.04

2

*AGP 
Limited 
(Offer for 
Sale)

February 
7-8, 2018 2,800 2,800 80 *35 55.956 80 70 2,800 1.6

3

*At-Tahur 
Limited 
(Listing in 
process)

June 25-
26, 2018 1,467 1,100 20 *36.67 55.158 21 11 770 1.50

Total - 5,432 4,774 - 100.8 141.5 - - 4,328 -
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Number of listed TFCs floated - FY 2005-2018

Insurance sector
Insurance penetration

Growth in insurance premium
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NBFC Sector
Asset size of NBF Sector
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Table 9: Asset Size of NBF sector

Sector Number of entities Total assets
(in million rupees)

As percentage of 
total assets

Total deposits
(in million rupees) 

Mutual funds/plans 244 678,859.81 55.26%

AMCs/IAs 21 38,998.00 3.17% -

Discretionary/ 
non- discretionary 
portfolios

- 152,937.00 12.45% -

Pension funds 19 26,828.01 2.18%

REIT management 
companies 5 5,106.00 0.42% -

Real estate 
investment trust
(REIT Scheme)

1 41,840.00 3.41%

Investment banks 
and micro finance 
institutions

35 215,480.42 17.54% 6,433.74

Leasing companies 7 10,359.00 0.84% 499.28

Modarabas 29 52,941.00 4.31% 9324.84

Private equity 
companies 2 172.00 0.01% -

Private equity funds 2 4982.00 0.41% -

Total 365 1,228,503.24 100% 16,257.86
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Financial statements
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How to contact us
The SECP has placed instructions on filing of a complaint on its website. The information and forms have also 
been made available at the CROs and the Pakistan Stock Exchange. A service desk provides the very contact 
window to the general public, investors and regulated entities for filing complaints, asking pertinent questions 
and requesting important information.

For investor education please click on the following link: www.jamapunji.pk 

For enquiries dial our toll-free number: 0800 88008 or Lodge your complaint through our Service Desk 
Management System at http://sdms.secp.gov.pk or

Write to us at queries@secp.gov.pk | Complaints: complaints@secp.gov.pk 

Head office
NIC Building, 63 Jinnah Avenue, Blue Area, Islamabad 
Tel: 051-9207091-4 Fax: 051-9204915

Islamabad 
State Life Building No 7, Jinnah Avenue, Blue Area 
Tel: 051-9208740-9206219 Fax: 051-9206893

Karachi
State Life Building No 2, Fourth Floor, North Wing, Wallace Road, off I.I. Chundrigar Road
Tel: 021-99213271-2 Fax: 021-99213278

Multan
63-A, Nawa-i-Waqt Building, Second Floor, Abdali Road
Tel: 061-9200530 Fax: 061-9200920

Lahore
Associated House, Third and Fourth Floor, 7 Egerton Road
Tel: 042-99204962-6 Fax: 042-99202044

Peshawar
State Life Building, First Floor, The Mall, Peshawar Cantt
Tel: 091-9213178 Fax: 091-9213686

Faisalabad
Faisalabad Chamber of Commerce and Industry Building, Second Floor, East Canal Road
Tel: 041-9230264 Fax: 041-9230263

Sukkur
First Floor, House No. 4, Block A, Sindhi Muslim Cooperative Housing Society, Airport Road
Tel: 071-5630517 Fax: 071-5633757

Quetta
Aiwan-e-Mashriq, Plot No 4-A, Ground Floor, opposite FC Headquarters, Hali Road
Tel: 081-2844136 Fax: 081-2899134

Gilgit
Adjacent to NHA office, Ayub Colony, Jattial
Tel: 05811-922572
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Management directory
Name Designation Email Address

Tahir Mahmood
Acting Chairman/Commissioner, Company Law Division, Support 
Services Division/Insurance Division/Prosecution and Legal 
Affairs Division/Chairman’s Secretariat/Commission’s Secretariat/
Appellate Bench

tahir.mehmood@secp.gov.pk

Shaukat Hussain Commissioner, Investor Education Department/Translation 
Department/Islamic Finance shaukat.hussain@secp.gov.pk

Shauzab Ali
Commissioner, Securities Market Division/Specialized Companies 
Division/International Relations/IS&TD/Anti-Money Laundering 
Department

shauzab.ali@secp.gov.pk

Shahid Nasim Executive Director/HOD, Supervision and Enforcement 
Department, SCD shahid.nasim@secp.gov.pk

Muhammad Asif Jalal Bhatti Executive Director/HOD, Licensing and Regulatory Approvals 
Department, SMD asif.jalal@secp.gov.pk

Aamir Khan Chief Spokesperson/Executive Director/HOD, Chairman’s 
Secretariat/Media and Corporate Communications Department aamir.khan@secp.gov.pk

Musarat Jabeen Executive Director/HOD, Policy Regulation and Development 
Department, Adjudication Department, SMD musarat.jabeen@secp.gov.pk

Bushra Aslam Executive Director/HOD, Systemic Risk Department, SMD, 
Information Security Department/Registrar Modaraba, SCD bushra.aslam@secp.gov.pk

Ali Azeem Ikram Executive Director/HOD, Insurance Division ali.azeem@secp.gov.pk

Bilal Rasul Secretary to the Commission/Policy Board, Registrar Appellate 
Bench, Executive Director/HOD, Islamic Finance/Translation bilal.rasul@secp.gov.pk

Abid Hussain Executive Director/HOD, Corporate Supervision Department, CLD abid.hussain@secp.gov.pk

Muzzafar Ahmed Mirza Executive Director/HOD, Training and Organizational 
Development Department muzzafar.ahmed@secp.gov.pk

Imran Inayat Butt Executive Director/HOD, Policy, Regulation and Development 
Department, SCD imran.butt@secp.gov.pk

Khalida Habib Executive Director/HOD, Investor Education Department/
International Relations Department/AML Department khalida.habib@secp.gov.pk

Jawed Hussain Executive Director/HOD, Corporate Compliance Department, 
CLD jawed.hussain@secp.gov.pk

Khalid lqbal Director/HOD, Human Resource Department khalid.iqbal@secp.gov.pk

Waseem Irshad Director/HOD, Admin & IS&T waseem.irshad@secp.gov.pk

Maheen Fatima Director/HOD, Internal Audit and Compliance Department maheen.fatima@secp.gov.pk

Amina Aziz Director/HOD, Market Supervision and Compliance Department, 
SMD amina.aziz@secp.gov.pk

Liaqat Ali DoIla Registrar of Companies, Corporate Compliance Department, CLD liaqat.dolla@secp.gov.pk

Arshad Mahmood Additional Director/HOD, Finance Department arshad.mahmood@secp.gov.pk

Syed Irfan Ali Shah Additional Director/HOD, Legislative Review and Research 
Department (LRRD) irfan.ali@secp.gov.pk

Muhammad Maroof Bhatti Joint Director/HOD, Advisory Department (AD) maroof.bhatti@secp.gov.pk

Ibrar Saeed Joint Director/Special Public Prosecutor/HOD, Prosecution and 
Civil Litigation Department (PCLD) ibrar.saeed@secp.gov.pk

Mubasher Saddozai Director, Corporate Compliance Department, CLD mubasher.saeed@secp.gov.pk

Muhammad Afzal Director, Policy, Regulation and Development Department, SCD muhammad.afzal@secp.gov.pk
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Nasir Askar  Director, Policy, Regulation and Development Department, SCD nasir.askar@secp.gov.pk

Amir Muhammad Khan 
Afridi Director, Licensing and Regulatory Approvals Department, SMD amir.khan@secp.gov.pk

Syed Nayyar Hussain Director, Insurance Division nayyar.hussain@secp.gov.pk

Tariq Bakhtawar Director, Anti-Money Laundering Department tariq.bakhtawar@secp.gov.pk

Hasnat Ahmad Director, Insurance Division hasnat.ahmad@secp.gov.pk

Adil Anwar Adjudication Department, SMD adil.anwar@secp.gov.pk

Aamir Waheed Director, Information Systems and Technology Department aamir.waheed@secp.gov.pk

Shahzad Afzal Khan Additional Director, CRO, Islamabad shahzad.afzal@secp.gov.pk

Muhammad Naeem  Khan Additional Director, CRO, Karachi mohammad.naeem@secp.gov.pk

Syed Iftikhar ul Hasan 
Naqvi Additional Registrar, CRO, Lahore Iftikhar.hasan@secp.gov.pk 

Fozia Perveen Additional Registrar, CRO, Multan fozia.perveen@secp.gov.pk 

Ghulam Shabbir Mashori Additional Joint Director, CRO, Gilgit ghulam.shabir@secp.gov.pk 

Saeedullah Khan Deputy Registrar, CRO, Peshawar saeedullah.khan@secp.gov.pk

Abdul Rahman Khan Tareen Deputy Registrar, CRO, Quetta abdul.rahman@secp.gov.pk 

Muhammad Asghar Baig Deputy Registrar, CRO, Faisalabad asghar.baig@secp.gov.pk

Iqbal Ghaus Assistant Registrar, CRO, Sukkur iqbal.ghaus@secp.gov.pk 

Abbreviations
ABS Asset Backed Securitization EMMOU  Enhanced Multilateral Memorandum Of 

Understanding

AC Assessment  Committee KYC Know Your Customer

AUC Assets Under Custody MFIs Microfinance Institutions

AMCs Asset Management Companies MMCs Modaraba Management Companies

AML Anti-Money Laundering MMOU Multilateral Memorandum Of Understanding

APRC Asia Pacific Regional Committee MoU Memorandum Of Understanding

ARN Adjudication Recommendation Note MSCI Morgan Stanley Capital International

AUMs Assets Under Management MSS Market Surveillance Suite

AAOIFI Accounting and Auditing Organization for Islamic 
Financial Institutions MSCD Market Supervision and Compliance Department

ASOs Authorized Surveying Officers MUFAP Mutual Fund Association of  Pakistan

BPA Bond Pricing Agency MDI Management Development Institute, Pakistan 

BO Beneficial Owners MTS Margin Trading System 

BAFL Bank Alfalah Limited NAB National Accountability Bureau

BMC Base Minimum Capital NBFCs Non-Banking Financial Companies

BOI Board of Investment NCSS National Clearing and Settlement System

CAA Civil Aviation Authority NIC National Incubation Centre

CDS Central Depository System NDM Negotiated Deal Market

CDMRS Corporate Debt Market Reporting System NBMFC Non-Bank Microfinance Companies
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CGT Capital Gains Tax NEs Notified Entities 

CDD Customer Due Diligence NCCPL National Clearing Company Of Pakistan Limited

CFT Counter Financing Terrorism NFIS National Financial Inclusion Strategy

CRA Corporate Rehabilitation Act ORIC Office of Research and Incubation Centre

CRO Company Registration Office PMN Pakistan Microfinance Network

CES Centralized e-IPO System PMNIC Pakistan Microfinance Investment Company

CKO Centralized KYC Organization PPDS Privately Placed Debt Securities

DSTs Debt Securities Trustees QAB Quality Assurance Board

DPS Direct Payment System ROSC Report on Observance of Standards and Codes

DFM Deliverable Futures Market SASRF South Asian Securities Regulators’ Forum

ESOS Employees Stock Option Schemes SAOF Sub-Account Opening Form

ETFs Exchange Trade Funds SBP  State Bank of Pakistan

FMD Financial Market Development SDRCs Small Dispute Resolution Committees

FCR Financial Condition Report SCRS Specialized Companies Returns System

GDS Government Debt Securities SDMS Service Desk Management System

GEM Growth and Emerging Markets SLB Securities Lending and Borrowing

HEC Higher Education Commission SMEs Small and Medium Enterprises

IACD Internal Audit and Compliance Department SMBL Summit Bank Limited

IBAN International Banking Account Number SMEDA Small and Medium Enterprise Development Authority

ICP IAIS Core Principles SROs Self-Regulatory Organizations

IFIs Islamic Financial Institutions SRD Systemic Risk Department

IFA IPO Facilitation Account REITs Real Estate Investment Trusts

IFD Islamic Finance Department RT  Review Team

IFSB Islamic Financial Services Board TCI Technical Committee on Insurance

IAIS International Association of Insurance Supervisors UNCAC United Nations Convention Against Corruption

IOSCO International Organization of Securities 
Commissions UBL United Bank Limited

ISIM IOSCO Standards Implementation Monitoring 
Program UIN Universal Identity Number

ICRS Insurance Companies Returns Systems VPF Voluntary Pension Fund

IMF International Monetary Fund FSAP Financial Sector Assessment Program

IPO Initial Public Offering FATF Financial Action Task Force

PICG Pakistan Institute of Corporate Governance APG Asia Pacific Group

PMEX Pakistan Merchantile Exchange FMU Financial Monitoring Unit
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Declaration of investment
Disclosure of investment by Commissioners of the Securities and Exchange Commission of Pakistan in pursuance 
of sub-section (6) of section 16 of the SECP of Pakistan Act, 1997. These disclosures were made on June 30, 2018.

Mr. Shaukat Hussain

Sr. No Names of companies Nature of interest Number of units/shares
1 Pak Qatar Family Takaful Takaful Khazeena (Balance Fund) 396.40625

2 Pak Qatar Family Takaful Takaful Khazeena (Aggressive Fund) 391.68125

3 Al Meezan Investment Management Ltd. MTPF DEBT SUB FUND 145

4 Al Meezan Investment Management Ltd. MTPF MONEY MARKET SUB FUND 146

5 J S Investments JSIPSF-ESF 4,402.81

6 JS Investments JSIPSF-DSF 24,841.02

7 JS Investments JSIPSF-MSF 11,473.46

Mr. Akif Saeed

Sr. No Names of companies Nature of interest Number of units/shares
1 Tri-Pack Films Limited Shares 646

2 JS Growth Fun Units 681

3 Ibrahim Fiber Limited Shares 3000

4 Oil & Gas Development Co. Limited Shares 1000

5 Sui Southern Gas Co. Limited Shares 1312

6 Chenab Limited Shares 500

7 Dewan Farooque Spinning Shares 500

Mr. Muhammad Zafar-ul-Haq Hijazi

Sr. No. Names of companies Nature of interest Number of units/shares
1 National Investment Trust NIT Unit Trust 30,462

2 National Investment Trust NIT Islamic Equity Fund 2,227,901

3 National Investment Trust NIT Islamic Pension Fund 1,122,526

4 Al Meezan Investment management Ltd. Meezan Tahafuz Pension Fund 17,684

Mr. Zafar Abdullah

Sr. No. Name of company Nature of interest Number of units/shares
1. Meezan Islamic Fund Mutual Fund Units 38,330

* Mr. Tahir Mahmood, Mr. Shauzab Ali and Mr. Fida Hussain Samoo have filed nil declarations.
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Disclaimer: The Securities and Exchange Commission of Pakistan (SECP), as a matter of policy, disclaims responsibility for any private publication or statement by any of its employees. The views ex-
pressed herein are those of the sender and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Commission, the Commissioners, or other members of the Commission’s staff. This message (and any associated 
files) is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, or subject to copyright. If you are not the intended recipient you 
are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying or distribution of this message, or files associated with this message, is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please accept 
Commission’s apologies and notify us immediately by replying to the message and deleting it from your computer. Messages sent to and from us may be monitored to maintain necessary service and 
security standards. Internet communications cannot be guaranteed to be secured or error-free as information could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or incomplete, or contain virus-
es. Therefore, we do not accept responsibility for any errors or omissions that are present in this message, or any attachment, that have arisen as a result of Email transmission. If verification is required, 
please request a hard-copy version.
Warning:The recipient should check this Email and any attachment for the presence of viruses. Although the Commission has taken reasonable precautions to ensure no viruses are present in this Email, 
the Commission does not accept responsibility for any loss or damage arising from the use of this Email or any attachments(s).
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Notes:
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